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Budget cuts mean shorter library hours
By Martin Melendy
Staff writer

When scnior Ron Tavis went to
spend his first late night of studying at
the library, he was surprised his evening ended a little early, two hours early
actually.
The surprise

for

Tavis

and

other

students was that the library would
close at 9:45 p.m. on weeknights rather
than 11:45 as last year, because of staff

cutbacks.
“Lights blinked and | said, ‘what’s
this?’ ’’ Tavis, a senior
fisheries/oceanography major,
of the
said

library’s most noticeable cutback.
The cuts, which include restrictions
on interlibrary loans,
reduction
in

‘‘search
and
hold’’
services
and
elimination of the paperback collection, among other things, stem from
the library’s $1.86 million budget,
down from $2 million last year.
The $140,000 was for personnel and
the cut has forced
the library to
eliminate 10,000 student-service hours
and five staff positions. In addition the
library lost three staff members to
retirement and was unable to fill the
vacancies. However, funding for book

purchases remained steady.

‘It’s so serious that some decisions
had to be made,’’ David Oyler, univer-

sity librarian said. ‘‘I’m going to have
to live with a diminished

pot.”’

The library is funded
separately
from
the

item by item,
university’s

budget, and Gov. George Deukmejian
and the California State
system contend that with

circulation

systems,

University
automated

like the one that

went on-line at HSU last week, campus
libraries can withstand personnel cuts.
Oyler disagreed. ‘‘Automation was
sold as a way to reduce staffing. That’s

not

true

in

costs

of

personnel

and

equipment to keep the computer running,’”’ he said.
Oyler is not optimistic about restoration of funding but said, “If the
chancellor (W. Ann Reynolds) goes
directly to bat for the libraries the
Legislature could restore some if not
all of the lost staffing. There’s no
justification
for
this
level
of
reduction.’’
More cuts may lie ahead. The library
has
not
been
excluded
from
participating in the school’s expected loss
of $1.1 to $1.4 million due to an enrollment drop.
Oyler said he has been told to an-

ticipate a $5,000 to $75,000 cut, which
could mean further service reductions.
HSU administrators have not addressed priorities in past cuts and now
they must, Oyler said. ‘‘I can only
hope they share priorities I hear expressed by students. Students have said
the library is an important instructional service, but how important is
it”?
Though more cuts may be forthcoming, Oyler said the present ones are a
necessary evil. ‘‘The reduction in hours
of 13 percent is considerably
more
modest than the loss of 25 percent of
student assistants and 10 percent of
staff,’’ Oyler said of the cut which
lowered the hours from 98.5 to 85.5 a
week.
CSU libraries,
of which HSU was
among the top five in hours, do not
receive any additional money for extended hours.
““We
have
documented
a fairly
drastic
reduction
in use
after
10
(p.m.),’’ Oyler said. ‘‘In looking at the
total picture, I cut those parts of lesser
use, while understanding that for some

»
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Broadsides co-editors Robert Gluckson (I.) and Jodi Stutz (r.) discuss what to do about the placement of

their alternative publicatio~

See story on page 7.

Draft cards from the past
By Adam

new wallet-sized cards will be more

Truitt

The Selective Service announced

convenient
than
the
larger
acknowlegement letters.
Unlike the earlier cards, the new

yesterday that draft cards will be
reinstated.

ones will not have to be carried at
all times.

Campus editor

One of the symbols of young
men’s dissatisfaction with the Viet
Nam War, the draft card, is being
issued again after an absence of
nearly eight years.

According
to KHSU
News,
Selective Service spokesman Wil
Ebel was reported Tuesday to have
said that the decision to offer the
cards

as

made

over

a

‘‘convenience’’

the

summer.

those were important. Hours are important but we lost staff in the whole
Continued on next page

was

About

5,000 of the cards are to be sent
out daily.

Now that many young men
required to prove draft status
receive federal aid and apply
some job programs, carrying

are
to
for
the

Ebel said that 10,888,000 young
men — or 96.5 percent of those
eligible —

have registered for

the

draft.
Registration has risen in the past
few weeks, but Ebel said he is not
sure why. He said that students applying for federal aid may be part
of the

reason

as well as the new

registration requirement for
job programs. Reaction to
shooting

down

of

a

the
the

Korean

Airlines jet could be another factor, he said.
Men are required

to

sign

up

within 30 days of their 18th birthday or risk a maximum fine of five
years in prison and a $10,000 fine.

Fewer library funds mean
drastic cuts in services
While

a

reduction

in

the

library

hours have attracted most of the attention, other cuts have been implemented

which may affect students in more subtle but important ways.
What follows are the eight cuts in
service which HSU library users face:

©The library is now open 85.5 hours a
week compared to last year’s 98.5.
Monday — Friday the hours are 7:30

a.m. to 9:45 p.m., instead of being
open until 11:45. Fridays the hours are
7:30 to 6 The building was open until 7

has been reduced
a week to 146.

from

The interlibrary loan service, once
available to all users, is limited to
faculty, graduate students and seniors
with thesis requirements.

°A library

faculty lecture service will

be severely curtailed.
sections were taught.

*No

phonorecords

year.

Saturdays the hours are Il to 5. Last
year it was 9 to 6. Sundays it will be Il
to 10, whereas last year it was 11 to 11.

the circulation desk

tion desk and in the Humboldt

Room

In

1982-83

190

Paperback collection on the first floor
has been eliminated.

last year.

®Reference
assistance
provided
to
library users by staff at the informa-

179 staff hours

will be bought

this

e‘‘Search and hold”’ services offered at
will be drastically

cut.
eThe
rotating
exhibits
program,
photographs,
paintings, crafts and
other art, has been eliminated.
—Martin Melendy
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Suit to prevent fee increase could backfire
By Cesar Soto
Staff writer
HSU student leaders are uncertain
about the California State Student
Association lawsuit aimed at blocking
an average $230 fee increase, but will
have to decide soon as the Student
Legislative Council will meet over the
next two weeks to choose its official
stand on the issue.
Student
the suit,

representatives here believe
filed with the California

Supreme Court and naming Governor
Deukmejian as defendant, will resolve

factors like transportation costs, the
state of the economy and a shortage of
applicants.’’
He added that although
enrollment
went down by about
this year, in
1981-82 there were approximately 400
fewer students here, which might be an
indication of a chronic pattern and not
necessarily an effect of the fee increases.
Stegeman

said,‘‘My

concern

is that

if we oppose a suit now, CSSA will
seem weak and ineffective.’’ He leaned
in favor of fighting the fees as ‘‘the
lesser of two evils,’’ yet stated, ‘‘I get
more and more concerned the more
likely we look to win.”’

‘Failure to act
Crocker, as A.S. representative
could result in Cuts
teacher cuts’
Continued from preceding page
one problem yet create another if it is
won.
The CSSA suit, filed Aug. 23, questions the constitutionality of the governor erasing fee-related language from
the 1983-84 California State University
budget which specified legislative approval for fee increases. Eliminating
the wording enabled the governor to
raise fees at the same time he reduced
funds for the CSU by $119 million.
If the court decides to rule on the
case, and rules in CSSA’s favor, Bill
Crocker,

SLC

vice president,

said the

svstem would have to absorb
$62
million in cuts because the money from
the increased fees could not be collected.
As stated in a July 25 report made by

the chancellor’s office to the CSU
Board of Trustees, ‘‘Failure to act on
(the) fee increases would result in
massive personnel reductions and the

inability of the CSU system to accommodate the numbers
will enroll.’’

The
million

report
...

of students

also

said

approximates

that
the

that

‘$62
support

for over 1,200
faculty and 400 staff
positions and 5,300 course sections.”’
But Crocker, as well as SLC Chairman Scot Stegeman, point out that the
higher

fees make

it more

difficult

for

students to afford to attend a CSU institution.
HSU Registrar

Bill

Arnett

said

an

enrollment drop like the one affecting
this campus ‘‘is not entirely due to
fees. You have to look at the overall

to

process.’
An unseen result of the cuts are that

books in need of repair and binding are
stacking up in the bindery because the
library has no one to staff it.

Other effects of the cuts are that it
will take longer to re-shelve books, due
to the lack of students assistants, and
there could be longer lines at the circulation desk because the staff member

there enters the book into the computer
rather than the user filling out a card.

‘We exnect lines may be a problem
because
it’s
now
labor-intensive,’’ Tom Burns,
circulation
services,
said.

more
head of
‘‘And

Budget cuts
By Scott Rappaport
Students

visiting

experience

a

the
vague

HSU

library

feeling

that

something is missing from the threestory building this year — and they
won’t be mistaken.
Due to recent budget cuts, the
library has eliminated art exhibits that
have graced the library’s interior for
the past six years.
‘“When we lost

15

percent

of

our

staff in one fell swoop, it had to go,”’
David Oyler, university librarian, said.
Oyler, who originally authorized the
art exhibits in 1977, said although the
program was very attractive and wellreceived,

its

demise

The state

Supreme Court

was

basically

a

tion by increasing the student-faculty
ratio.”’

study was that ‘‘Humboldt students
are willing to sacrifice the beauty of the
diminishing the quality of their educa-

has a degrading effect of feeling for the

periodicals will be affected just like
books because there will be fewer
sweeps through the library each day.”’

institution,’’ Oyler said, adding he was
concerned about increased pressure on

his smaller staff.

Other cuts considered included closing the library Saturdays and Sundays,
having no circulation service the last

Another

two hours at night and not circulating
magazines.
As for student reaction, Oyler said,
‘*You can judge for yourself. Rather
than overreaction they (the cuts) are
modest. The very worst thing is it will
damage our credibility.
‘*I think people can adjust. But once
they’ve had a certain level of service, it

end exhibits
Morgan,

assistant

going

home

in library

professor

‘*I can understand why they cut back

of art, said that the absence of library
art exhibits will make a dent in the
number of places on campus available
for artists to show their work.
“It will limit not only student but
non-student exhibitions — a lot of
things won’t be seen,’’ he said.
Morgan said that the foyer area in
the Art building is now the only place
for students to exhibit their work on
campus, although he said there will
soon be a new gallery in the University
Center Lounge, which will be made up
of special movable walls to contain ex-

but it’s unfortunate,’’ Morgan said. ‘‘I
think the general atmosphere in that
part of the library is empty now.”’
Oyler did not rule out the possibility
of volunteers continuing the exhibits,

sae

Commodore 64
Computer

soning San
822-0252

Purchase a Flight School
Package for $2310 and
receive a FREE Commodore
64 computer!

Murray Field
Eureka - 443-3179

early,

hibits.
Morgan praised the library program
and said the exhibits provided a
valuable service to students.

the bottom of the list,’’ he said.
Martin

student

senior botany major Pat Vowell, was
surprised at the change and said he was
upset, but added, ‘‘I think people will
adapt because they have to.’’
But students may not have to adjust
if someone can come up with an alternative plan. ‘‘If someone says to me
‘you screwed up,’ I’m going to listen if
I can make it run better. Come to me
with
a proposal
and
it will be
deliberated,’’ Oyler said

but

he said

volunteers

must

reinstate the program
the future.

to

at some point in

You'll be taught to fly by professionals, uniquely qualified to see
you successfully through your training. You'll meet new friends, and
develop a new kind of self-confidence.
And with every Flight School
Package purchased before November
1, 1983, we will give you a FREE
Commodore 64 computer. That's two
new

agree

certain ground rules to maintain the
quality of the exhibits.
Oyler stressed that mounting a good
exhibit is a time-consuming process
and said he hoped to be able to

You've wanted to conquer a new
frontier... now go out and do it!

Bobbi Graham, Owner
1551 Giuntoli Lane
Arcata, CA 95521

1,000 students were surveyed,
of the conclusions from the

According to Ed Van Ginkel, CSSA
chairman, one of the questions asks

Barbara
Burley
$600

About
and one

campus, see restricted enrollments and
even
pay
higher
fees
before

For Men & Women

HAIRCUTS t

is currently

deciding whether to hear the case. The
court gave the state attorney general 10
questions concerning the validity of the
allegations made in the suit. The attorney general has until this week to
answer the questions.

Bobbi G’s
Hair Styling
PPPS

The SLC might have to look into the
opinions of students as the A.S. and
the Student Services Office did in a
January 1982 HSU student poll.

matter of priorities.
**In terms of what the library is mandated to do, it (art exhibits) comes at

Staff writer

may

whether it was against statutory law to
pull out the language from the budget.
Ginkel added, ‘‘To me, asking the
attorney general about it implies the
court is looking into our case.’’

the state student body, voted in favor
of the suit. ‘‘At that point I decided
that the most prudent course of action
was to file the suit and have questions
if we voted again.’
Now that he will vote again, Crocker
said he hopes a compromise can be
reached. ‘‘I would want to bargain, but
that’s just my opinion,”’’ he said.

frontiers

for

the

price

of one!

So if you're interested in becoming
a pilot, then you are on the verge of
a major

accomplishment...

call us at

Northern Air — 443-3179.

A FLIGHT TRAINING COURSE
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FOREVER.
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Arcata City Council urges L-P strike settlement
By Lynnette Wood

Wednesday

night

the

for

Arcata
City
Council

Staff writer

Arcata Ci-

ty Council voted unanimously to write

a letter to Louisiana-Pacific Corp.
recommending that L-P and strikers
come to agreement.
The council is also requesting that

International

America,

Humboldt
Wesley

Woodworkers

of

Local 38 said.

County

Chesbro cited

Supervisor

last Wednesday

without

health and welfare benefits.

Strikers, local citizens and union
representatives asked the city council
for support. No L-P officials attended
the council meeting.
‘‘The strike was a tool of last resort.
I want to ask the council to take a side
.. on the right side,’’ Richard Conti,
Central Labor Council member said.
‘*We’re asking for no wage increase
the first year, 4 percent increase the second year and 4.5 percent
year,’’
Walt
Newman,
manager of LPIW said.

the third
business

L-P wants something different from
the deal — a one year contract with no
wage increase, a limit to logging operations and a change in the starting days
of the work
Seven

they can break organized labor is
wrong,’’ Tim Skaggs, business agent

Staff writer

the

possibility

of

student

enrollment being lower this year, HSU

may have to pay back $2,176 to the
state for each student under the projected enrollment figure of 6,580.
The

decrease

in enrollment

will

be

assessed
Edward

has

Administrative Services, said.
This year the projected enrollment
may be ‘‘at least 500 students below

already

agreed

to,’’

Newman said.
**I’ve seen families without food for
their children and with no means to

pay for their health care. These are second and third generation families that

AL

strike.’’

“I
represent
the
people,
not
Louisiana-Pacific,’’ Green said.
‘‘We need to have winners on both

enrollment

By Pat Konoske

With

strong

a meeting

In other city council action,

permission

to declare

Euromissile

Action

tional

event

that

Oct.

Week,

will

Kathy

21-24

as

an interna-

include

many

small local actions and some large,
Organized
events
throughout
the
world.
The council unanimously voted in
favor of such a local citizen action that
calls for an immediate halt of all efforts to deploy cruise and Pershing II

missiles in Western Europe. A

rally is

scheduled on the Arcata Plaza for Oct.

22.

enrollment to determine payback

HSU

week.

‘*We’d like to have support of the city council on the settlement that the
Big

‘*It’s a fight between a company and

a union, citizens and a multinational
organization, and anyone who thinks

a very

Kelly,
representative
of
Redwood
Alliance
and
Citizens
for
Social
Responsibility, asked the council for

Chesbro said.
‘*It’s pretty obvious what’s happening — we need to write a letter to
Louisiana-Pacific. I think it’s time L-P
comes out and tries to make a settlement with you workers. I think this
council will make a stand for labor,”’
Councilman Victor Green said.

support of these families.

to send

the Nobel Peace Prize for organizing a
free labor movement and the creation

western timber companies, agreed to.
Lumber, Production and Industrial
such as wages, health care and a
change in starting days of the work
week. Presently the employees are

need

hall as a neutral ground —
place to settle the dispute.

of free trade unions.)
“This is not just another

Workers Local 2592 members have
been on strike since June 24 over issues

we

statement to L-P,’’ Councilwoman
Fulkerson said.
Green said he would offer the city

as a ‘‘big day — _ recognition for
organized labor worldwide,’’ (with
Lech Walesa of Poland being awarded

L-P sign strikers to the three-year contract the Big Seven, an association of
have always worked in these timber industries,’’ Lynn Schultz of the Northcoast Workers
Center
in Eureka
said.
Schultz asked the council to join in

sides;

after the census this month,
C. Del Biaggio, director of

last year,’’ Bob Hannigan, dean of Admissions and Records, said.
The system under which HSU and all
California State University campuses
receive money
from the state, the

adjustment

policy, is what

determines the budget for all CSU
campuses.
The enrollment adjustment policy is
based

on

the

use

of

statistics,

allowed a deviation
above or below the

and

mainly on the full-time equivalent student. The FTE is in turn based on the

of 150 students
projected enroll-

ment.
If attendance were to drop less than
150, HSU would not have to refund
any money to the state. Yet, the same

number of full-time students attending
a certain school.

rule applies if enrollment is less than
150 above the projected amount — the

Each full-time student is worth 15
units of credit. In this system three
part-time students with a course load

state would not give the college any
money above the budgeted amount.

of five units each would equal one full-

time student.
The state allows each school a deviation
each

from
year.

the projected
That deviation

enrollment
is based on

the projected enrollment itself. HSU,
with

approximately

6,500

students,

is

This year it appears HSU will not be
able to fit within the allowable deviation, Shirley A. Messer, HSU’s budget

Officer, said.
Hannigan said, ‘‘We’ll have to return
(to the state) about $1 million, in round
figures.’’
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Students torpedoed by library hours
hen the HSU Library cut its
hours, it closed the book on an
era when education, not finances,

governed the campus community.
The library now closes two hours earlier
on most weeknights.
In the past few years the library has
chosen to remain open later than most
other California State University libraries,
but,
because
of

budget

cuts forced

“

és

on
them
by
the
chancellor and the
Editorial
governor, the hours
were cut by 13 percent.
Other
CSU
libraries
have
curtailed
hours, why not Humboldt? It is a question
best
answered
with
another
question:
When was the last time you went to the
Eureka or even the Arcata library?
Probably not recently. Because of their
daytime hours, cramped space and lack of
resources, they do not provide a viable
replacement for the lost library hours.
Most other CSU students have alternatives

to studying in their libraries, Humboldt
students do not.
At HSU, due to our isolation from most
of California, and because of the already
depressed economy of the area, the only

alternative to studying in the library is to
study at home. For many students living in
dorms or under crowded living conditions,

to say this is a good alternative is like saying a ‘‘D”’ is as good as an ‘‘A.”’

The entire university may lose up to $1.4

million in the next few months due to a
drop in enrollment fostered by fee hikes,
and it is reasonable to assume that the

library’s

budget

will be cut further.

It is

time for HSU administrators to consider
priorities. One major priority must be to
provide students with adequate resources
as well as a viable place and time to use
them.
The
first
thing
students
and
administrators
must
do
is convince
the
chancellor and the governor that while
sweeping changes
for the entire CSU
system may only have minor effects on

other campuses, they can be disastrous for
the system’s northernmost school.

While we wait for Hell to freeze over,

there are some stop-gap measures that we
can take.
The most obvious is to cut back library
check-out hours to 9 or 9:30 p.m. and keep
the remainder of the library open for study
and reference use. A skeleton crew of staff

and work-study students can be on hand to
make sure no theft of library property occurs.
If more desks were moved to the first
floor of the library, the second two floors
could even be locked off, providing adequate study room with access to some
reference materials.

If this cannot be accomplished, it will be

up to the university to either divert funds
towards the library or provide students
with more study halls.
Many instructors claim that today’s college student does not study. It will have
tragic consequences for all if tomorrow’s
student cannot study.

Letters to the editor
by this letter or another article, that we of the
cove are not lying about idly while our rights are
being infringed upon, nor should they.

Hats?
Editor:
(In response to ‘‘What Id Is’’)
Tell me Bob, who are these men and why aren’t
they wearing hats?
John

Surge

Junior, journalism

those who wish to express their disdain over the
recent actions of the California Parks and Recreation Department. With these petitions in hand, a

representative of Citizens for College Cove is
planning a trip to Sacramento in an effort to pre-

vent the enforcement

of this rule which does not

and has not represented the wishes of the majori-

College Cove petition

ty in the area for over 15 years.
I want to enlist the support of your readers in

our effort to have College Cove designated as a

Editor:

The purpose of this letter is to hopefully let
your readers know there is another side to the
College Cove story which was not presented in
your article in the Sept. 28 issue of The Lumberjack. I feel that as the woman, and mother of the
child, in the photo

Petitions are being circulated for signatures of

Kevin Plambeck

William Chamness
Silvia Triana
Smita Patel
Chris Roeckl
Teri Teglovic
Howard Seemann

Thursday afternoon

Humboldt

I paused to glance at the

Broadsides bulletin board at the top of

the library stairs, when

I witnessed a spectacle

which others might find interesting.
Controversial subjects have never been
for the Broadsides, in fact sex and drugs
most always a topic. As I was reading a
items, along came campus officer Fagot.

taboo
were
few
He had

a pair of hefty red-handled bow cutters and proceeded to clip the chain that secured the bulletin.

nuing to frequent college cove in any form of
dress or undress they so desire.
Thank you for this opportunity.

The second reader said that the officer was interfering with his freedom to read a Broadsides.

to sign these peti-

Cristy and

Merlin Sabo
Trinidad

The Lumberjack

Advertising manager

Editor:

When a second reader asked him what he was
doing the officer replied, ‘‘This is not approved

right to ask that your readers be informed, either

Asst. Advertising manager
Business manager
Production manager
Asst. Production manager
Circulation manager
Adviser

arrested

tions, helping us to circulate them and by conti-

special-use area by asking them

used for that article I have a
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The

year,

school

by the university and it must be removed.”’
‘*One person’s freedom is another’s pornography,”’ he replied. ‘‘Someone complained

and it must go.”’
As the second reader started to get irate a
passer-by commented, ‘‘Don’t you see that it is

sterile on this campus, such publications won’t be
approved.”’

excepted
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(advertising)
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The Broadsides was then removed as I was
reading a sentence. I found it illuminating that
some people were still reading it as the officer was
apparently trying to figure out how to load the
cumbersome

95521

bulletin into his squad car.

‘‘The Broadsides has been arrested,’’ screamed
the second reader as I disappeared through the

707-826-3259

rush of air in the library entrance.
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Don’t mess
Editor:

of a majority of the editorial board and are not necessarily

those of the staff,

the Associated Students or the univer-

sity

material

Advertising

purposes

and

is not

to be

published

is for

construed

as an

informational
expressed

or

implied endorsement or verification of such commercial
ventures by the staff. the university or the Associated
Students

Listen, I’m tired of this blatant defamation of
character from you newsroom

guys.

First it was James Watt with his, ‘‘We got us a
woman, a Jew, a cripple and a former 7-Eleven
clerk’’ statement.

Now

it’s this Lambert

fellow
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with his ‘‘What Id Is’’ thing and funny-looking
beard that covers his face.
As a former 7-Eleven Convenience Store host,

all I’m asking for is a little cutting of slack. Got
it?
Look, don’t mess with me,

I own

stock —

so

get this Lambert guy off my back.
John Hannon
Senior, business and biology

A mutual

friend

Editor:

Seven persons were injured, two critically, when
a Lemoore Naval Air Station helicopter crashed
on July 31 while searching for two Boy Scouts
and their scoutmaster missing in the Sierras.
The helicopter fell from about 1,000 feet near
Edison Lake. Fresno County sheriff’s spokesman
Lt. Jerry Gallagher said the cause of the crash

was unknown.
Greg

Marks,

a junior resource planning and in-

terpretation major and U.S. Forest Service
employee, was one of the seven aboard the illfated flight. Eight hours after the crash Greg was
airlifted to Valley Medical Center in Fresno. First
reports mentioned only a broken leg, but doctors
subsequently found that his no. 2 lumbar
vertebra was ‘‘crushed and powderized’’ and there

n

was severe spinal cord damage.
Greg is now working toward rehabilitation at
Fresno Community Hospital. I was able to visit
with Greg a month after the accident. He was

beginning to use a wheelchair to get around and
had just begun orthopedic and physical therapy.
I will never forget the anxieties that overcame
me just as | approached

the door to his room.

What will I say?, how can I get this guy up so we
can have a nice enjoyable visit? Well, as usual
Greg made life very enjoyable for me. After just
a few moments in the room we were laughing,
joking and having a good old time, just as
always. Walking out of that room after a threehour visit was quite a mind boggler. My spirits
were up and I was happy. I often wonder who
benefited most from that visit. But, as the old
cliche goes, that’s what good friends are for,

right?
I have often wondered how I would react in
such a predicament.

Before visiting Greg

|

sometimes thought to myself, maybe I would be
better off if I did not survive such a fate. But Ill
never forget the look on Greg’s face when he was
looking up at me from his bed and said, ‘‘You
know, I am really lucky to be alive.’’

Gosh, is it 9:45 p.m. already?
At this point Greg’s chance of regaining the use

of his legs stands at 50-50. Greg is fighting hard
to reconstruct his life and leave the hospital.

He

has plans to return to HSU for winter quarter. If
you have an extra prayer stuck away somewhere,
why not use it on Greg’s behalf? I am sure he
would appreciate it.
Rick Miller
Junior,

resource planning and interpretation

Plebiscite amendment
Editor:
What could be the most important amendment
to any state constitution ever, has arrived here in

California by way of the initiative process. An initiative petition campaign will soon start to place

plebiscite issue. In simple terms, a plebisciate is a
direct vote of the people called for by the chief

executive of a state or nation.
When adopted by the voters of California this
important amendment will grant to the governor
absolute right of plebiscite over statutory law but

is strictly limited in scope. This change of the
California constitution will allow for the first time
a simple but direct method of repeal for any
statutory law without any legislative action required.

The plebiscite amendment creating a new article:

Section 1. The governor shall have absolute
right of plebiscite to alter or abolish statutory
laws at any time without exception but not other-

wise.
Section 2. Any part of this constitution which
may conflict with the basic intent of this amend-

ment as determined by the supreme court shall be

upon the California ballot for the first time a

What

id is
Bob

Lambie

Lost in lust: the agony and ecstasy of desideratum
The role of sex in the coming together of two
lives is one of the more complex human issues.

The inescapable influence of the lustful mind can
color
lean,
that,
Sex

the most innocent of encounters, breeding
taut images of internal urgency. Not only
it makes you sweat.
is an integral part of a one-on-one relation-

ship, or a two-on-one relationship. Its pleasures
are clear and the dangers real. Getting to know
someone better is the most rewarding aspect of a
new beginning. Getting to know someone’s laundry habits runs a close second.
The dangers lie in the possibility of sex becoming the only positive facet of a life together, in
the possibility of someone else’s laundry looking
brighter, in the possibility of one particularly
determined bell-end gladiator swimming

past the vaginal trampoline.

his way

I know, ‘‘Why a vaginal trampoline? Why not
an elastic sheath?’’ Let’s not get bogged down in

hypersensitivity.
In the beginning, the sharing of ideas, opinions

and thoughts on common and disparate interests
yields fertile ground for more serious involvement, more emotional involvement, maybe even
trapeze lessons.
Anticipation, anxiety, uncertainty all increase in
intensity as the moment of truth draws near.
Thoughts of past experiences or concurrent affairs

often cloud the mind. And when the pants hit the
floor, such preoccupation can lead to its own
brand of infirmity— and an early cigarette.
‘Really, it’s OK. The important thing is being
together.’’ Such sensitivity, in response to the
predictable and mealy-mouthed expression of incredulity, is the saving grace for unwarranted embarrassment.

One such session of reassurance generally

clears

the head, the air and the complexion. Now you
can both get down to the business in hand.
As relationships grow, or endure as the case

may be, preconceived notions of sex roles fade.
This is good because it allows for more open
communication in expressing
can also be that first sign of
boredom. Some people deal
the frequency of sex, making

preference. But it
predictability and
with this by limiting
each time a little

more special. Other people buy edible underwear.
Yes, sex is for procreation.

Yes, sex is a special

involvement not to be treated casually. Yes, sex
can be downright spiritual.
And the keys to a successful sexual relationship
are few and simple: a little compassion, a

little

sincerity, two pads of butter, eight feet of rope
and a spatula.
Say hi to Spanky for me.
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Reticent Americans responsible
for questionable foreign policies

More letters
Continued

from page 5

repealed.

makes it undetectable by radar.
These missiles do more than add to the already
monstrous stockpile of nuclear weapons in

View from

Europe.
First, they are so small and movable that arms-

the stump

control agreements such as the nuclear freeze
would be made nearly impossible, because they
would

By Garth

Harwood,

senior, peace studies major

Sometimes I am deeply ashamed to be an
American. For at least a century, we have played

the role
political
prevent
with the

of an international bully, forcing our
and economic will on countries unable to
it (notably in Latin America). But now,
planned deployment of 572 more nuclear

weapons

in Western

Europe this December,

we

are bullying as never before.
I keep saying that ‘‘we’’ are doing these things
rather than our government. And that is what I
mean.

In a democracy,

which is supposed to

represent the people’s will, it is the responsibility
of the people to make their mandate known.
Another way of saying that is: In a democracy,

.SILENCE IS TACIT CONSENT.
We Americans are notorious for our silence on

weapons

for attack, not defense.

And third, because they would give the Soviets
only eight minutes warning in an attack, they will
force the Russians to trust a computer to fire
automatically when their radar picks up a possible

attack — entrusting the fate of the world to a
machine.

ty not to participate in crimes against peace or

humanity planned or perpetrated by one’s own

vote to invade Lebanon? To attack Nicaragua
with a mercenary army? To defend the would-be

Hitlers of El Salvador and Guatemala? We
didn’t, but we remain silent, tacitly consenting.

This winter, the ‘‘Euromissiles’’ are going in.
There are two kinds. The Pershing II — which
travels at 6,000 mph, making an attack on Soviet
territory possible within eight minutes — is also
accurate to within 120 feet of its target (no other

weapon, American or Russian, is nearly as accurate). The cruise missile, on the other hand,

travels much slower, but at tree-top level, which

UNIVEGA

initiative has been approved for circulation by the
office of the Secretary of the State. Any California voter who wishes to obtain a copy
of this initiative petition can send a post card directly to
me. Absolutely no contribution is required to

receive a copy of this initiative, but each and
every request must be by postcard only.

organization with address including zip code and
will be promptly answered from my Sacramento

amendment and do want to see a direct vote of
the people called for by the governor then send in
your request without delay.
Peter Applegate

Reply to: Box B-11-11 Big Bear Lake, CA
92315

These new missiles are such a crime. On Oct. 5,

Correction

the Arcata City Council passed a proclamation
Opposing them and supporting our Nuremberg

commitment. Humboldt County peace groups will
be sponsoring several actions Oct. 21 through 24
in response to a plea from the people of Western
Europe for an international week of protest.
As one outraged member of the Humboldt
community,

Your

post card request must clearly state your name or

If you agree with the content of this important

against the Euromissiles. But, for me, there is
another, more compelling argument against them.
THEY ARE A MORAL OUTRAGE. After
World War II, America participated in the
Nuremberg tribunals which sentenced some Nazis
to death for participating in the Holocaust. We
claimed then that we recognized a ‘‘moral necessicountry.”’

Sample petition forms suitable for printing will
be available within the next few weeks after this

office.

These are the major ‘‘technical’’ arguments

to ou:

president and his advisors. When did we

Se-

cond, because they are accurate enough to destroy
hardened missile silos, they are ‘‘first-strike’’

foreign policy matters, preferring to leave things

The Sept. 28 issue of The Lumberjack

con-

tained a story entitled ‘‘History of HSU halls
unraveled.’’ We neglected to mention the article was a condensed version of a story which

appeared in the Spring 1982 issue of Osprey
magazine. The author of the article was
Richard DuBrau. We apologize for any confusion.

I call upon everyone to participate in

these protests as part of the vital project of breaking the silence and withdrawing our consent to the
continuing obscenity of the arms race.
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with draft registration laws. On June

Roger Rouland

Staff

29 the U.S.

writer

Supreme

Court

ruled that

educational institutions are required to
An HSU

No appetite
for student
protester

student is on a 15-day fast

in
symbolic
protest
against
draft
registration compliancy statements re-

quired for students who receive federal
financial aid.
Douglas
Martin
Haskell,
an

Haskell.

‘‘I got

that I would
paper.”’

Students

sick

to my

aid

the law is constitutional.
Haskell said he believes the new law

pliancy statements are discriminatory,
but said he feels it is an indication of
disturbing military policies.

to

both

males

and

Jack Altman, HSU Financial Aid
director, said that tying compliancy
statements to financial aid doesn’t
make sense.
Altman said, ‘‘I don’t think we (the
Financial Aid office) should have to administer compliancy statements.”’ ‘

stomach

federal

quest was denied.

financially disadvantaged students.
‘I don‘t see why they (the compliancy statements) have to put the army
between me and my education.”’

have to sign this piece of

seeking

enforce this law.
The court has not yet ruled whether
is discriminatory

undeclared freshman, who has lost
seven pounds and has seen his blood
pressure rise 10 points in a week, began
the fast Sept. 29 at noon.
‘1 couldn’t eat my lunch,’’ said

for

education are required by law to sign a
statement stating they have complied

alternative
form
was
made
to
Chancellor Reynolds of the California
State University system, but the re-

Altman

said

that a request

for an

Haskell

not

only

thinks

the com-

‘*To comply with this regulation is to
comply
with the present
military
buildup,’’ Haskell said.
Haskell said although he can’t see
any fundamental changes occurring in

the

compliancy

quirements,

he

statement

does

expect

to

rebetter

himself personally.
Haskell said his symbolic fast may
continue beyond the originally planned
15 days or may end between Oct. 12
and 14.

Controversy over ‘Broadsides’ results in removal
By Joyce M. Mancini
Managing

editor

A controversial issue of the Humboldt Broadsides is back on campus after a complaint caused
the University Police Department to confiscate the

publication from in front of the library Thursday.
A faculty member’s complaint about the content

vices, said any media-related project not affiliated
with a specific department may not be randomly

year, contains

placed on campus.
Webb said he originally thought the English
department started the Broadsides as an alternative
publication. He said Jodi Stutz, a senior English

There was no visible authorization on the Broadsides last Thursday, Gluckson said, as is required by

major, approached

him for permission to move the

Broadsides about on campus.

of the writing alerted the UPD to the placement of
the easel-like board publication. It was chained to

the library’s center handrail.
Co-editor Robert Gluckson, a senior journalism
major, said he had verbal permission from head
librarian David Oyler to place the Broadsides in
front of the library.
However, Edward Webb, dean of Student ‘Ser-

At Monday

night’s SLC meeting, where the issue

was discussed, Webb said he had misunderstood
who had originally sponsored the publication.
Gluckson said it has no affiliation with the
English department, although its adviser is English
Professor David Boxer.
This Broadsides, the third edition since it debuted
on

campus

as

a club-sponsored

publication

articles on masturbation

and extra-

marital sex, and carnal poetry.
university policy.
Both Oyler and Sue Kitchen, assistant dean of
student services, were out to lunch when Sergeant
Raymond
Fagot
investigated
the
complaint,
Gluckson said. Fagot clipped the padiock and
removed the board from the libra:
handrailing and
took ii to Kitcnen’s office where it remained unt!
fvonday merning, lie said.
Oyler saic he gave Gluckson verbal persmission
last year to place the Broadsides in tront of the
library.

last

Continued on next page
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Broadsides
Broadsides is a forum of self-exploration as well as

Continued from preceding page
Last Thursday Gluckson filled out the necessary

Sophomore education major Jeff Kellogg said he
read it all and didn’t find it offensive. ‘‘] can imagine it would be to someone who is provincial, but

communication. The topic of sex is one that has not
been explored as fully as other subjects,’’ he said.

forms to place the Broadsides anywhere om campus,

“This form of repression we see with the Broadsides is the same repression preventing people from
exploring their own sexuality,’’ he said.

Kitchen said. Gluckson and co-editor Stutz moved
the board to the quad Monday.
Gluckson said he felt the incident was an infringement upon freedom of the press. ‘‘Part of
education is being exposed to a variety of ideas.
Part of the educational experience is exploring. The

they don’t have to read it,’’ he said.
Engineering senior Michael Fennell

*‘pretty upset’? about

the incident.

said he was

‘‘I asked him

. The articles didn’t offend Webb, but he said that

(Fagot) not to remove it. I told him I was reading

tioned the purpose of the Broadsides’ editors con-

In response to a complaint that it contained dirty

it would take a lot to offend him. He said he ques-

it.’”

cerning the subject matter.

Fennell said the officer told him he was acting

language.

Arcata group helps adoptees find lost roots
The organization was founded in 1971 as a result

By Gary Beckett

calls for all three parties in the adoption triangle
(the adult adoptees, the natural parents, and the
adoptive parents) to sign a waiver before disclosure
would be allowed, Hawkins said.
Eric Wright, an adoptions caseworker for the
State Department of Social Services in Humboldt
County, believes the waiver is a positive beginning
for the unsealing of all adoption records.
‘I don’t find too many people speaking out
against open records at this point,’’ he said.
The local adoptions branch of the Social Services
Department receives 20-30 inquiries a year from
adoptees and parents alike which are then referred
to the local ALMA. branch.
‘ALMA is educating the public, and that’s
good,’’ Wright said.
The group went to the Los Angeles Superior
Court in 1981 contending that denying adult
adoptees their birth records was unconstitutional.
In an attempt to resolve the issue a suit was filed
against the director of Health Services and the chief
of the Division of Vital Statistics, both part of the

of Florence Fisher’s 20-year search for her natural

Staff writer

parents.
‘‘Membership has soared since those early days
to a current nationwide membership of 500,000,’’
Hawkins said.
A former bookeeper at HSU, she joined the
group in 1980 when she began a search for her own

The right of adult adoptees to seek their natural
parents has reached Humboldt County with the recent establishment of the Adoptee’s Liberty Movement Association’s Arcata branch.
A nationwide organization, ALMA was designed
to assist adoptees and their parents in finding each
other through
computer
search
techniques.
Members can register biographical information
in the organization’s multi-level data bank computer in New York, providing the opportunity for a
parent-adoptee match-up.
These
searches
are
available to members only.
‘*Psychologically, the need to know from where
you coine is a very great need,’’ David McMurray,
director of the Counseling and Psychological Services Center at HSU, said.
Although the college student might not be experiencing this need it could be a crucial factor in
middle age, he said.
There have been several instances in the past of
incest occurring due to records being inaccessable.
An adoptee spends his or her life in a semi-blind
state, not really knowing who they are cr what kind
of a relationship they may actually be involved in,
Rosemary
Hawkins,
ALMA’s
local
representative,, said.
Other motivating factors in starting the search
are learning about hereditary medical conditions
and the person’s own natural curiosity, Hawkins
said.

child. She didn’t become actively involved until she

arranged the first Arcata meeting in June of this
year.
Of persons actively searching for a family
member, 97 percent attain success within a fourmonth period, she said.
‘““And

94

percent

of

those

successful,’’ she added.
The

group

provides

moral

reunions

support

are

to coincide

with its search techniques, but it is essential for the
=n

to make the contacts themselves, Hawkins

said.
“Sometimes

we will hand

and,
in rare cases, we
someone,’’ Hawkins said.

someone

the phone

will even dial it for
‘‘But in the final result

Department

the idea is for the parent and the child to make the
contact.’’

Contact is hard to achieve when most adoption
records are closed and protected by law from
disclosure.
This has been an obstacle for those persons attempting to research their past, prompting ALMA
to attempt legislative changes in several states, including California, but all were defeated.
California now has an adapted version which
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Wednesday,

Housing merger,
The Student Legislative Council requested more information concerning
the effects of a new program joining
the Humboldt Housing Action Project
and the Off-Campus Housing Office.
Council
members
must
decide
whether to allocate funds for a program that would provide services for
students
as well as community
members, or save money and restrict
the new program to students exclusively.
HHAP provides community services
while OCHO, funded by student services, must target its activities toward
students — referring others to HHAP.
“It

is

mot

entirely

against

our

philosophy to fund a program that
serves the community,’’ senior Allan
Eckberg,
business and economics
representative, said.
The SLC allocates money for child
care at the Children’s Center, and for

The controversy arose when

Student
Council
care
Clinic

at

the

facilities are
Eckberg said.

cil approved the promotion

Humboldt

in Arcata.

available

Open

Both

of these

to

anyone,

In other action, the council referred
the co-editors of a controversial issue

of the Humboldt

Broadsides publica-

tion to meet with Edward Webb, dean
for Student Services, to decide where

to place the publication.

The

sides is like a bulletin board

a com-

plaint about the publication resulted in
questions of whom the club publication was accountable to.
The bulletin board of essays, poems
and classified ads usually appeared on
the steps of the library.
During the Oct. 3 meeting, the coun-

Legislative

Door

12,

1983,
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‘Broadsides’ highlight meeting
on an easel.

health

Oct.

Broadmounted

of Connie

Carlson to acting general manager filling the position left open after Paul
Bruno’s resignation.
Carlson’s term in this position is
temporary and is scheduled to expire
the first winter quarter SLC meeting.
Until that time the council will be
considering
other
possible
replacements

for

the

vacancy

or

reorganization of the Associated Student management.
A.S. Vice president, Bill Crocker,
said that one possibility, still very

much in the talking stage, is the consolidation of the A.S. and the University Center management. This option,
however, is far from any serious consideration and has not yet been discuss-

ed in student government meetings.
Dean Bresciani, A.S. planning commissioner and graduate student with an

internship in college management, said
that any merger would probably be
limited to consolidating the accounting
services.
Also approved in the first meeting
was the purchase of $59.90 worth of

coffee to be used during finals.
Four positions are still vacant on the

SLC. The positions are: representativeat-large, interdisciplinary studies and
special programs representative, health
and physical education representative
and
freshman
tative.
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By James Kester
They DONT GIVE DEGREES TO

ee

ANYBODY!

at

WHAT?! You MEAN
THEY GIVE DEGREES

By Glenn Simmons
Staff writer

Most people have adapted to the
conditions of their environment, but
for a minority of Americans the same
environment can be a health hazard.
Although the exact number of persons afflicted with environmental
allergies at HSU can’t be determined,
Dr. Jerrold A. Corbett, medical director of the Student Health Center, said
cases have occurred in the past,and new
incidents could crop up any day.
Environmental
allergies occur when
a person becomes susceptible to one or
more materials which are either manmade or natural.
Materials that can trigger reactions
include cosmetics, fuels, fumes, dust,
pollens,
cigarette
smoke
and
chemicals.

Corbett said a person can also be
bothered
by
fluctuation § in
temperature.
Symptoms
of an _ environmental
allergy can range from a runny nose to
a severe headache, nausea and difficulty in breathing.
“*Severity of reaction depends upon
a person’s tolerance to an allergenic
product,’’ Corbett said.
Corbett said because the illness is
relatively
rare
and
difficult
to
diagnose, the public and some doctors
tend to regard an afflicted person as a
complainer.
In past years, several custodians
were transferred out of Siemens Hall
because they could not tolerate the
concentration of chalk dust on the
floor. Corbett added that he has also
called professors in the past to request
that a window remain open in a

classroom, or to certify that a student
has an environmental allergy.
The Occupational Safety and Health
Administration has jurisdiction over
the

health

and

safety

of

HSU

employees. Title 8 of the California
Administration Code, Section 5151,
covers airborne contaminants,
including dust, and sets permissible exposure levels.

If a chemical or airborne contaminant does not exceed or closely approach the ceiling level of concentration, nothing can be done legally, according to Jerry R. Hopkins, campus
safety coordinator.
University employees who have an
environmental allergy and who are
bothered by a job-related situation
should contact Hopkins.
Talbot

Anderson,

the Environmental Allergies Organization, said the group was formed last
spring to educate the public about
substances in the environment.

vice president

of

It also serves as a forum for the ex-

change of information on environmental allergies and provides a support network

for those who have them.

Following
an EAO
presentation
before the Humboldt County Board of
Supervisors in July, the board directed
Jim Spallino, county agricultural commissioner, to notify sensitive residents
prior to the application of herbicides
by the county.
However, Susan Molloy, president
of the EAO, said there was also a conchemicals
cern over store-bought
which do not require a license and,
therefore, cannot be monitored adequately.
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Production manager

At age 47, Bette Lowery gave up

her job at Montana State University, leased out her ranch and moved
to Arcata.

She now chairs the Division of
Health and Recreation at HSU.
Lowery had been the head of the
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation Department at Montana State in Bozeman for two
years.
‘There

is a certain

amount

of

notoriety
attached
to
the
position,’’ she said, because there
are
very
few
women
administrators in the physical education field. She has not run into any
problems
with
her colleagues
because of her gender yet, she
said. However, ‘‘there are concerns
on whether I can handle the
pressure.’’
The
concerns
add
to the
pressures of the job, ‘‘because I
not only have to prove that I ama
good administrator but also a successful woman in a field that is
predominantly male,’’ she said.
Lowery said she may view her
world a little differently than her
male colleagues,
but ‘‘professionally management is management.’”

She loves the challenges an administrative position offers and
would like to continue playing a

strong

role

recreation

in

the

fitness

movement

that

and
is

sweeping the country, she said.
At HSU,

she was impressed

by

Welcomes students back and invites

everyone to stay in shape at our facility.

the faculty and sees some exciting
possibilities for program direction.
She has no definite ideas about
changing the PE program at HSU.
“IT am still learning about this
job,”’ she said, ‘‘and I didn’t come
in to make sweeping changes.”’
She plans to stay in the area for
a while. ‘‘I love the rural area and
the accessibility to the outdoors,”’
she said.
‘*Besides, someone told me that
after I had lived here a while I'll
never want to leave,’’ she added
with a smile.
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Fund-raising coordinator
appointed by University

Campaign helps HSU
By Pat Konoske

more dollars for Humboldt County.’’
The concept of this campaign is a
new one to HSU, Petranek said.

Staff writer

In an attempt to reverse dropping
student enrollment, the local business
coinmunity and HSU have joined to
raise money to improve student recruitment.
This program, the Partnership Campaign, may also extend into other areas
such as scholarships and donating
equipment to HSU as its secondary
purpose.
‘*We are hopeful that some of the
funds can be used for these other
items,’’ Jan Petranek, the new director
of development
at HSU,
said.
However, with the first priority being
student recruitment, Petranek stated,
‘**Some of the planning is going into a
four-color brochure.’’
The Partnership Campaign is being
coordinated by three co-chairmen:

Art

Dalianes
of Arthur
Johnson’s
in
Eureka, Richard H. Nicholson of Industrial Electric Service in Arcata, and
Dale Stanhope of Bean, Stanhope,
Storre and Wagner

in Eureka.

The campaign is in its fourth week
and is doing well.
**So far we’ve raised $8,500, and I’m
sure we’ll raise two or three times that
amount,’’ claimed Petranek.
‘*The economic
impact
of the
university is tremendous to our local
businesses,

of this,’’

and

there is an awareness

Dalianes

said.

‘‘HSU

con-

tributes in the area of $60 million to the

‘*Basically, we’re looking at it as
Humboldt being an economic resource
in the area,’’ Stanhope said. According
to Petranek, Stanhope and Dalianes
each student brings about $8,000 per
year into the local economy. This includes not just what the student
spends, but also what the university
spends per student.
‘*Any reduction in students at Humboldt State will have consequences for
all of us,’’ Stanhope said. ‘‘In business
you can only move forward. We want
the business community to grow. We

want

Humboldt

State

to grow.

We

expressed

by

want to grow together.’’
This

feeling

is

Petranek, who feels HSU has a good
base to build on. ‘‘In the past decade I
think this university has developed
some good relationships with corporations and people,’’ he said, ‘‘and now

we are going back to these people for
support.’’

‘*As a graduate and alumnus
HSU,”’ stressed Dalianes, ‘‘this is
way of showing my gratitude to the
stitution
for my
educational
perience.

The

university offered

of
my
inex-

me

yp 10%
Corner

Sth

Sauna

and

be-

in

recognition

of

direct-

mail
and
publications
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and Support
of
Education.
He has also been a
counsultant to university alumni
programs.

ty faculty to develop funding
sources for research projects and
classroom equipment.
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help to develop scholarship programs and work with the HSU
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Petranek will be responsible for
fund-raising programs including

Between now and November, the
three co-chairmen and 30 other diviHumboldt

m

Petranek has been the associate
director of alumni and development for the University of Arizona
in Tucson for the past two and a
half years.
He has received three separate

here.’’
alumni

Association in the course

to HSU.”’

[REN

aS

Alumni

of his job.

give some of my time and energy back

reverse this trend. More students mean

=

has been

filled by a native of Arizona, Don
Christensen, director of university
relations, announced.
Jan Petranek, appointed Aug.
1, will coordinate university-wide
efforts to obtain funding from
non-state sources, Christensen
said.
“The universities throughout
the country are carrying on very
successful fund-raising activities,”
said Petranek. ‘‘Many universities
are very far along in fund raising,
and that is what we hope to do

a

sion leaders will approach more than
700 business and professional offices in

Traditional

A new administrative position,
director of development,

great deal, and now I feel honored to

local economy.’’ He continued, ‘‘With
che predicted declining enrollment, student recruitment is vital in order to

so.

By Pat Konoske
Staff writer
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HSU

faculty members

By Anthony Manning

academic affairs. Deans for the candidates’ departments also make recom-

Staff writer

Thirty HSU faculty members were
promoted in rank for the 1983-84
academic year.
Sixteen were advanced from assistant professor to associate professor,
while 14 were honored with the title of
full professor.
Guidelines for promotion of faculty
members are outlined in Appendix J of

the HSU
Oct.

Faculty

14,

1982)

Handbook
and

the

(revised

California

Faculty Association collective bargaining agreement.
Faculty are considered for promotion by the University Faculty Personnel Committee. The UFPC is composed of five faculty elected to the committee by the Faculty Senate.
The
UFPC
evaluates
a_ faculty

member’s
reviewed
student

personnel

files.

Materials

include documentation
of
and
faculty
evaluations,

published papers and works, and campus

and

community

activities

grievances, Tim Lawlor, UFPC

and

chair-

man, said.
‘*We make our recommendations to
the (university) president, and he confirms or denies them,”’ he said.
‘“‘We
avoid
knowing
the
dollar
amounts allocated for faculty promotion, because it creates a conflict of interest. The UFPC makes its recommendations by merit, and the disbursement
of funds is left up to the president,’’
Lawlor said.

Teaching,

receive promotions

research and creative ac-

tivities, community service and university service are the four major criteria
analyzed by the UFPC before making
recommendations.

Evaluating teaching credentials is of
primary
importance,
Lawlor
said.
After careful review and delibertion,
the committee confers with the president and
the vice president
for

mendations at this time.

The president then makes the final
decision on the promotions.
If a
recommendation
of the
UFPC
is
denied by the president, the candidate

is notified in writing of the reasons for
rejection. Should the candidate still not
be satisfied, he or she may

request the

president to reconsider.
Lawlor

said

Appendix

J is just

as

concise as the CFA collective bargaining contract.

“*I guess we’ve been doing all along

Linda Anderson,
Buchanan,

Cashman,
Elmore,

William

Raymond

Lori
Brad

By Anthony

Manning

Collective bargaining

had an effect

on writing the budget for the California State University system for the first
time this year, due to a new facultyadministration contract.

However, its impact was lessened by
Governor George Deukmejian’s cutting nearly $1.1 million budgeted for
faculty promotions.
The
contract
between
the
20,000-member
California
Faculty
Association and the CSU was ratified
July 1 after extensive negotiations.
The agreement, effective July 30,
1983 to June 30, 1986 consists of 39 articles and provides a base for arbitration on matters from promotions to
pay grievances.

Article 14 deals specifically with promotion. It allows for promotion to
associate

professor

during

probation,

provides for consideration at the fifth
salary level at each rank, permits pro-

motions from steps lower than the fifth
step upon recommendation of the
department and requires decisions on

Bigg,

Dengler,

Susan

Bettye

Karen

Kenneth Fulgham, Ralph
Roland Lamberson, ALan

Foss,

Gutierrez,
Leftridge,

Peter Lehman and Wendy Woodward.
Advanced in rank from associate to
full professor
were
Brenda
Beal,
Sherilyn
Bennion,
John
Grobey,

Hodgson,

Ronald

Johnson,

Ellen Land-Weber, Bonnie Mesinger,
Rodney Sievers, Richard Stepp, Robert
Van
Kirk,
Barbara
Van
Putten,
Thomas
Wattle, Robert White and
Todd Young.

Judy

Burke,

Finney,

Faculty promotion
Staff writer

Robert

what should have been done,”’ he said.
Promoted this year from assistant
professor to associate professor were

Wattle, White and Young were given
‘‘dry’’

promotions

in

the

1982-83

academic year. A dry promotion is one
which has no monetary compensation.
Official confirmation of the new title is
made when there are sufficient funds
to back the promotion.

money

chopped

promotion to be handed down by June
15.

if we are to fund promotions in 1984,’’
he said.

Deukmejian vetoed the promotion
funds after the agreement between the
CSU and CFA had been ratified with
the understanding that all promotions

Peter Coyne,
speech communications instructor and CFA chapter presi-

granted for the 1983-84 academic year

agreement, faculty members might not
have been compensated for promotions at all.
‘‘When we signed that contract in
July, it had assumed that there was
money in the promotion budget. When
it turned out that there wasn’t any, the
contract made the CSU look for other
sources to fund them,”’ he said.

would be funded.
Despite
efforts
by
the
CSU
chancellor’s office and the CFA to
replace the money in the budget, the
funds remained absent when the final
version of the budget was approved by
the Legislature.
The
CFA,
through
collective
bargaining,
was
able to guarantee
monies
for this year’s
promotions

through

the

chancellor’s

scraping

up

bits

within

cannot

continue

to fund

came

from

extra

revenues

and allocations already within the CSU

the

budget.
‘*But the system still suffers a loss in

system.
This concerns the CFA because it
creates a ‘‘robbing Peter to pay Paul’’
situation,
CFA President Bill Crist was
quoted as saying in the monthly CFA
newsletter.
‘*We

Funding

by

office,

from

dent at HSU, believes that had it not
been for the collective bargaining

pro-

motions in this manner year after year.
We must intensify and expand our efforts during the upcoming budget cycle

the long run,’’ Coyne said.
‘‘It was necessary to come up with
the money for the promotions, though.

People deserve their promotions.
They’ve gone through a whole process
of evaluation, and when they get a dry
(no monetary compensation) promtion, it makes them think their efforts
are not worth
it,’’ Coyne
said.
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Big grant

helps fund drive for ailing

By Adam Levin

director of the R.C.A.A.,

Staff writer

So far, the money has come from
bingo games, grants from the State
Coastal Conservancy and the Humboldt Area Foundation.

auction.

Other fund-raising activities included a raffle for donated sporting goods,

operations, $5,000 for long-term planning, $18,000 to upgrade public information projects and $10,000 for Lost

The

foundering

Hatchery

has

been

Prairie Creek
buoyed

up

Fish
by

a

$55,000 grant from the State Coastal
Conservancy.
The

grant

brings

the

total

funding

for the northern Humboldt County
fish hatchery to $130,000, Judy Klap-

jects are planned, one of them an art

said.

The other goal is to decide who will
take over hatchery funding next year,
she added.

Reichard said the R.C.A.A. will
disperse the grant funds. It has assigned

a showing of a World War I movie, the
grand opening of the Eagle House in

Eureka, a Hobart

hatchery

$22,000

Man

Creek

for

day-to-day

Shoffner said no one yet has picked
up the bill. The funding problems
started
when
Humboldt
County
couldn’t
afford
to
keep
up
the

hatchery

payments.

restoration.

proth, the Redwood Community Action Agency’s funding treasurer, said.

Brown wine-tasting

Lost Man Creek runs along the side

party and numerous fish fries, Jennifer
Shoffner, secretary of the Committee

of the hatchery and is used by salmon
for spawning.

However, $150,000 is the amount
needed to keep it running for one year,
Nancy
Reichard,
natural
resources

chery, said.
She said two more

to Save

the

Prairie

Creek

Fish

Hat-

The

agency

has

two

goals

for the

The Prairie Creek Fish Hatchery is
the only county-run hatchery in the
United States, she added.

hatchery. ‘‘One was to assure that the
hatchery will survive,’’ Reichard said.

fundraising pro-

“The hatchery just happened to be
on the bottom of the list’”’ of projects
the county could afford to fund, Shoffner said.

Great Western
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your Financial Aid Office, and send your application to the address below.
You can get a Guaranteed Student Loan from other lenders, but with Great Western,
you get guaranteed fast service.
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P.O. Box 1050, Northridge, CA 91328
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Internships
Biology to psychology, opportunities
the program.

By Debbie Wandell

‘“We

Staff writer

HSU

students can receive credit for

monkeying

around

this quarter

in an

independent study program offered at
the Sequoia Park Zoo in Eureka.
The program is open to all students
regardless of their majors.
David W. Kitchen, wildlife management professor, said he would like to
see more students getting involved in

the zoo.”’

have

many

more

students

in-

terested in zoo work now,’’ he said.
‘‘This program gives students the
opportunity to learn about zoos and
the care of animals.”’
Kitchen said the program is not new
in the wildlife department.
‘*Students have had to do independent studies since the ’50s. Now it’s
just become more formalized, and the
students get more cooperation from

ARCATA BOWL
INC.

abound at Eureka zoo

DON & FRED VANNI

Kitchen said that while the zoo is
small, it does have some remarkable
facilities. He added that it is possible
for interns to do some “‘highly significant’’ work there.
‘*In the past zoos have been around
to titillate people. Now they serve a
more educational function,’’ he said.
Kitchen said students working at the
zoo can observe the animals at times

when

they

aren’t

being

harassed

He suggested potential independent
study projects for many majors.

‘*Botany students could do a study
on the toxicity of plants before we
plant them’’ or landscape the water-

pro-

fessor, began working with the program last spring.
‘I see my job as a liaison for the
students and the zoo,”’ she

COCKTAIL LOUNGE — POOL TABLE

Bellinger said there are no interns
working at the zoo yet, but he added
that the program has just begun.

by

also gives students
in a Z00 setting,

which can go on a resume.’
Sue Y. Lee, an HSU biology

fowl exhibit.

‘*Routine fecal analysis is something
I'd really like to see, because the zoo
has to pay to have it done.’’
Computer
science majors could
create programs for children to use in

said.

Lee believes the zoo could use some
of the information that generates from

the projects.

SNACK COUNTER — CARD ROOM

‘*Here’s

a

marvelous

opportunity

for a student to do some independent
research and for the zoo to get some of
the
things
it
meeds
done
in
an

i
4
i

BRING AD IN AND

RECEIVE

i

1FREE GAME
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1PAID GAME

i
fi

793 K st. ARCATA 822-2453
LIMIT 1 COUPON PER DAY

IVERS CORNER

set

Humboldt County's Professional Dive Store
Sue
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economical way,”’ she said.
She said the zoo, which

ty’s

operational

is on the ci-

budget,

is short

on

funds and could use help from students

in any major.
‘Interns can work on their own projects or on the projects the zoo has,”’
she said.

The amount of credit the student
earns depends on the extent of the project and the amount of time involved.
To earn one unit, Lee said an intern
would be expected to work three to
four hours each week during the
quarter.
Although the program is open to all
students regardless of their majors, she
stressed that this kind of independent
study is reserved mainly for upper division students or those who have taken
background courses.
Interest

Close Outs

Dossey believes that volunteering for

a job as a zoo keeper aide would be a
good reference and a great experience.
Jack Bellinger, supervisor of the Sequoia Park Zoo, said he is willing to
promote research projects and make
them accessible to students.
‘*I’d like to see this develop into a
strong program,”’’ he said.

people and are acting in a more natural
fashion.

“The program
direct experience

terested in an internship at the zoo.”’

in

the

program

has

been

limited, Lee said.
“*So far I’ve had very few students
expgessing an interest pursuing projects

at the zoo,’”’ she said. ‘‘This is probably because they don’t know about
the program.”’
Denise Dossey, 22, is a_ senior
zoology major who is interested in a
career in zoo work.
“I don’t have any

hands-on

ex-

perience in wildlife,’’ she said. ‘‘I’m in-

Interns can do

significant job
with research

the summer. Psychology majors might
study

primate

infant-mother

The projects are not limited to these
suggestions,
Bellinger
said.
‘‘I’m

waiting to see what kind of ideas
students have for what they would like
to do.”’
He said an internship position such
as zoo keeper aide would require a
minimum of six months work.
Although interns work directly with
the animals, Bellinger said ‘‘we try to
avoid the idea of people handling wild
animals at the zoo. There is an inherent
danger when working around here.’’
The zoo, primarily funded through
the Zoological Society and public
donations, is adding a new bear grotto
and chimpanzee exhibit.
Students interested in the program
should contact Kitchen in the wildlife
department or Lee in the biology
department.
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Land
By Gwen

Neu

the road and maybe needed to recoup a

Future land use in the Freshwater
Community Planning Area will be
discussed at a public hearing scheduled
for tonight at 7:30 in the Freshwater
Elementary School auditorium.
The hearing will allow the general
public to express its opinions about the
direction

of growth

in this section

of

Humboldt County.
‘The Freshwater Community Plan
... iS a long-range statement of public
Olicy for the use of public and private

ands,’’ the introduction to the document which outlines the plan states.
The policies within the 17-page
document, plus its interrelated maps,
are the result of the work of several
concerned citizens of the Freshwater
area. They were brought together by
the common

desire to see some plann-

ing take place as their communities
began to grow, Jack Yarnall, HSU
zoology professor, said. Yarnall has
been a committee member from its
‘*grassroots’’ conception.
After the group realized its members
were serious about formulating a set of
land use policies, the Humboldt County Board of Supervisors was notified of
the group’s desire to become a part of
the county’s official planning process.
The supervisors then appointed 11 people to the Freshwater Citizen’s Advisory Committee in May 1982.
After
more
than
17 months
of
research, discussions and arguments,
the draft plan finally reached
the

public hearing stage.
One
ween

major

conflict

certain members

flared

up

bet-

loss by selling a 2%-acre parcel, I
would have to sell the guy 10 acres’’
under present circumstances ‘‘even if I

didn’t want to sell that much.’’
But
Pierson’s
neighbor,
Kitch
Eitzen, also a committee member,
would like to see the land remain
undeveloped

‘‘because

the

day

may

come
when
we
have
to import
everything from the San Joaquin
Valley’’ if existing agricultural lands
disappear under subdivisions, she said.
She said her concern

12,
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is that if Pier-

the use of septic tanks on lands that
don’t meet the strict criteria of the

land the size he would see fit, possibly

water

Yarnall said that he would like to see
the land remain as it is, but he doesn’t

quality

control

board.

It has

come about because of the history of
septic tank failures in the area. Surface
water contamination has been caused
by the failure of the clay soil, combined with the high ground water level, to
properly leach sewage, the plan states.

But if the land should meet water
quality control board standards for
septic tank installations during an official test, Pierson would have the
freedom to develop a portion of his

for housing.

feel development would be detrimental
to the rural feeling of the small community.

After the public hearing, the committee will make changes in the plan if
necessary. The final draft plan then
will be sent to the Humboldt

Planning

Department

for

County

incorpora-

tion into the county’s general plan,
which is due to be approved in 1985.

son is given the freedom to subdivide
his land into five- and 10-acre parcels,
he will. Pierson maintains this is not
his intent, he just wants liberty from
bureaucratic restraints.

treba

om
BUS

Pierson believes his land shouldn’t
be classified as prime agricultural
because it has been the site of a town
and railroad corporation yard. Buried
under the ‘‘high quality’’ soil are the
remains
of concrete
foundations,
pieces of steel railroad tracks and redwood

STOP

stumps.

A letter Pierson had attached to the
plan

gives

documentation

to his opi-

nion that the land is of poor value in
terms of productive agriculture.
W.R. Nieyad of Cutten wrote, ‘‘I
tilled the Freshwater Stables property
... for Gonzalles Potato Company. In
my opinion, this land, though it visually appears commercially viable, is not.
Due to the previous logging and
railroad activities on the land, there
(are) many redwood stump fragments,
pieces of steel and concrete buried
beneath the surface which would need
to be cleaned out.’’

of the commit-

tee when Hank Pierson asked for an
‘exception of the agricultural policies
to a portion of the land at the mouth of
the Freshwater Valley.’’ Specifically,
he referred to the 160-acre parcel, now
classified as prime agricultural land,
- upon
which
Pierson’s
Freshwater
Stables now exist.
Pierson said the main motive for his
request
was
based
on
his basic
philosophy that people should be free
to do what they wish with their own
property as long as they don’t infringe
upon the rights of others. He believes
there are already more than enough
restrictions a landowner has to abide
by.
‘If I got in a bind somewhere down

Eitzen pointed out that American
farmers had to clear their land before

tilling it since the rocky lands of the
East Coast were first settled. Pierson,
however, said the attempt to grow
potatoes was an economical failure.
Even if Pierson’s proposal is accepted, he will have a problem with the
actual development. The land in question falls within a ‘‘waiver prohibition
area’ adopted by the North Coast
Regional
Water
Quality
Control
Board. ‘‘The waiver prohibition has
made it significantly more difficult in
recent years to obtain septic tank permits in the planning area,’’ the Community Plan states.
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for future fee increases

$5004

By Kurt Schauppner
Staff writer

A student-sponsored bill to establish
a process for setting and adjusting fees
and tuitions in the California State
University system has been signed by
Governor Deukmejian.
The bill, AB
1251, carried by
Assemblywoman Gwenn Moore, states
that if fee increases are necessary, they
should be ‘‘gradual, moderate and
predictable,’’ according to the California State Students Association, a CSU
rons group which sponsored the
bill.
The bill establishes that student fees
in the CSU system will be set between
10 and 20 percent of the state’s funding
commitment over a three-year period.
Curtis Richards, CSSA legislative
director, explains that if in a given
three-year period the state’s average
funding commitment per student is
$3,200, the tuition fees charged the individual students in that same period
of time must be within $320 and $640.
Richards stated that by use of a
three-year averaging
period,
more
stability

and

predictability

will be in-

troduced into the system.
The CSSA began its bill-passing efforts last year when ‘‘foreseeing an
unlimited skyward direction for fees,’’
the CSSA ‘‘encouraged the legislature
to closely

dent

examine

charges

on

the impact

access

to

of stu-

post-

secondary education.’’
At the association’s urging, and
through the passage of a special resolution, the Legislature directed the
California Post-secondary Education
Commission
make some

to do
policy

such a study and
recommendations

of

public

“‘The

have

fees

index
set

recommended

within

a

would

specified

set
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+ dal ry
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10 to 20 percent would

°

be the sum

of

Crocker

repeated

his

university fees,’’ Crocker said.

ing to create that much of a problem.”’

a

a

On “April
21, .the HSU Student

i

a

VISION EXAM,

Legislative Council sent a letter of support to Moore. Attached to the letter

was an SLC resolution calling for a 15
percent fee restriction.

The

ee

=

signed

ae,

affairs commissioner.
Recently,

Crocker

expressed

some

misgivings about the legislation, saying

that it ‘‘still has some ambiguities.

;
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At the end of the study, CPEC
recommended that ‘‘the state should
establish explicit policies for setting
and adjusting student charges. Such
policies should assume a continuing
combination
of state and student
financing
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Nuclear foes study alternatives towar
By

Jeff

Staff

Irons

finite and fragile home for humanity.
Thinking
globally
means
taking
responsibility
for what
humanity
does.”’
While Chesbro expressed the need
for global thought and awareness,he
stressed local action for those who
would involve themselves in the antinuclear
movement.
‘‘I think,’’

writer

A conference discussing the dilemmas faced by madern society in the age
of nuclear proliferation was held on
Sept. 30 and Oct. 1.
The program,
held in the Kate Buchanan Room at
HSU, was entitled, ‘‘Making Choices
in the Nuclear Age’’ and featured
speakers, films and workshops dealing
with nuclear war and its consequences.
Steven Littlejohn, dean of interdisiplinary studies at HSU and local
coordinator of Physicians for Social
Responsibility, an anti-nuclear group,
was moderator for the two-day event.
Friday’s program began with a brief
statement by Littlejohn followed by
Humboldt County Supervisor Wesley

Chesbro said, ‘‘this is the approach we
need to take if we are to succeed in
making this a peaceful and livable
world.”’

Chesbro. Chesbro spoke on ‘‘Thinking

machine. There’s a historic struggle,’’

PP
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borrowed,

group.
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evening.

the

Geiger,

‘‘a way

to be

The

U.S.

civil defense

projections

that 80 percent of the population could
be saved after a nuclear attack was
labeled by Geiger as ‘‘absurd.’’

‘Saying

that

80 percent of the
See NUKE, next page
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ahead or behind in the arms race, and
that may be one of the toughest things
of all for us to combat.’’

by Verdon-Roe’s ‘‘What about the
Russians?’’ This film examines the
strengths and weaknesses of Soviet
nuclear and military power and myths

4
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(nuclear)

at the City Col-

York,

‘‘There is no longer or has there ever

been,’’

sion period where particpants could express their views.
Saturday’s program was highlighted

said Chesbro, ‘‘and it is far from over,
yet it appears to this observer that they
have made great strides in bringing a

Clothing

PAPA

contended

that the group, along with other grassroots organizations, have ‘‘successfully

medicine

New

His talk, entitled, ‘‘The Counterfeit
Ark: The Medical Consequences of
Nuclear Attack and the Illusion of
Civil Defense,’’ centered around the
absurdities of the arms race and the
civil defense in this country and in the
Soviet Union.

the best ways to combat the threat of
nuclear war. ‘‘We want our kids to be

Chesbro

of

nation’s civil defense.

education

Us?”’ Verdon-Roe moderated a discus-
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vienne Verdon-Roe, a freelance writer,

educator and producer of the films,
‘In the Nuclear Shadow: What Can
the Children Tell Us?’’ and ‘‘What

the shapers of society, not the victims
of it,’’ she said.
After the screening ‘‘In The Nuclear
Shadow: What Can the Children Tell

PLD
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Also on Saturday, Dr. Jack Geiger,
a New York physician and professor of

About the Russians?’’
Verdon-Roe stressed

The slogan, ‘‘Thinking globally, ac-

globally and acting locally.’’
‘‘Thinking globally,’’ said Chesbro,
‘*means seeing the whole world as a

halt to the expansion of nuclear
power.”’
Friday’s program also featured Vi-
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China blues
Professor finds government restricts communication with people
minence.

By Mariko Takayasu
After spending the past two years in
Communist China, an HSU professor
decided it was high time he came home.
Psychology

Professor

Carl

Ratner

recently returned from China where he
had been living, studying and teaching.
In August of 1981, Ratner received
permission to go on sabbatical. ‘‘l
wanted

to

find

out

more

about

the

social structure of the Chinese people
and learn the language,’’ he said.
Ratner arrived in Peking and enrolled in the Peking Language Institute
where he studied for one year. To
prepare for his excursion, he took a
crash course in Chinese at the University of California, Berkeley, but ‘‘only
to learn the basics — a few words and
phrases,’’ he said.
At that time, Ratner believed he

could

make

a

lot

various members

He estimated out of the one

billion people in China, only eight people have a doctorate in psychology.’’

Staff writer

of

contact

with

of the Chinese com-

After Ratner’s sabbatical year was
over, he decided to stay another year.

In 1982, he received a job at Peking
University as a social psychology professor in hopes of ‘‘communicating
with the Chinese people more freely.’’
This particular class had not been
taught in China since 1949, he said.
Fortunately, Ratner taught the class

through a translator. Although he admits knowing enough Chinese to communicate, ‘‘there was no way I would
able to teach social
been
have
psychology in Chinese accurately.”’

Ratner taught at Peking University
for two semesters and he said ‘‘not one
Chinese instructor acknowledged me.”’

‘“‘The

government

does

not

want

Chinese and foreigners to have any
contact,’ Ratner said.
Many times
his students wanted to talk with him
outside of class, but in order to do so
they had to break rules. If a student

““‘Not one Chinese
instructor

was caught breaking the rules he was
criticized by government officials, he .

icknowledged me”

but (they) had tc ask the Communist
Party secretary for permission.”’

there were so many rules to follow in
order to speak with them.

Through
meetings
with other
psychologists and sociologists from the
West,
Ratner
said he established
psychologist.

He was invited to speak in cities
throughout China and began writing
articles for publication.
‘‘Since the Cultural Revolution, the
social sciences have been suppressed,”’
Ratner
said.
He added
that the
disciplines within the department of
social sciences have regained pro-
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the Chinese are conditioned to believe
the West is bad.

Throughout the country ‘‘negative
propaganda
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West
is
distributed, but the people are curious
and want to find out on their own what
to believe,’’ he said.
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American

population

could

be

saved

by civil defense is, in short, a kind of
computerized
medieval
theology,’’
Geiger said. ‘‘It has exactly the same
scientific validity as the statement that

80 million Americans could dance on
the head of a pin.”’
The two-day conference also includ-

ed exhibits and workshops

which ex-

amined and explored aspects of nuclear
war and how to deal with it emotional-

ly, psychologically and physically.
The workshops included ‘‘What to
tell

the

anxieties

children,’’
and

which

questions

addressed

children

conducted

by

Geiger,

explored

violent civil disobediance conducted by

Chesbro.
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After more rules were imposed on
the communication
between
the
Chinese and Ratner, he decided to
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listened to and the way in which they
were supposed to dance, Ratner said.
Ratner appreciated the people of

times he wished to speak with

people in China,

many

people

He emphasized ‘‘the people are very
interested in the United States,’’ and
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everyone there denied that letters were
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Ratner went to the foreign bureau in
the capital city about his outrage, ‘‘but
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were

including

students who wanted to speak with me,

facilities.
Ratner realized that socializing with
the Chinese was a difficult task since

as a disciplined

There

things,

said.
‘*Letters were sent to instructors and

munity.
Unfortunately,
foreigners
were given separate living and eating

himself

approach them in public it was difficult, he said.
“‘The majority of people I talked
with admired the West. Many of the
students wanted the freedom to express
their beliefs but could not.’’
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Lifesaver?
Sunday afternoon found the dorm residents

battling it out in the Second Annual
October Fun-Fest. Liz Kondor, sophomore,

history and Scott Waldmann, freshman,
undeclared, made a pointed effort at the
Pass the Lifesaver Contest. As one
observer, Marty Gildga, sophomore,
engineering, out it, “It’s a....It’s a....It’s
a...unique.”’
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‘The Last Puritan’
By Maggie Ash
Staff writer

A recently released book detailing
the life of former United States Ambassador Adlai Stevenson has been

written by Rodney M. Sievers,
fessor of history at HSU.
Titled

‘‘The

Last

Puritan?

pro-

he began

research

Years later, after deciding to write
the book, Sievers spent the summer of
1976 rummaging through 1,300 boxes
of

Stevenson’s

personal

ty in 1981 when Sievers signed a contract with Kenikat Press. Shortly afterwards Sievers said the company went
broke. It wasn’t until a year later that
Associated Faculty Press Inc. bought
Kenikat and ‘‘The Last Puritan?’’ was
put to press.
Now
the book joins other books

Many people remember Stevenson as
a man who ran for president and lost.
Fewer know of the immense effort he
ut forth as U.S. Ambassador to the
nited Nations toward world peace
and arms reduction, Sievers said.
In 1954 Stevenson wrote, ‘And
finally, we must all have learned, even
the tyrants, that in another total
war—with or without unleashing all
the demons in the atom—there can be
no victors, only survivors.’’

Adlai

Stevenson in American Politics,’’ the
book started out as Sievers’ Ph.D.

dissertation, which
for in 1968.

studies Adlai Stevenson

papers.

He

took a one-year sabbatical from HSU
in 1979, and contacted at least two
dozen publishers.

‘To abolish
human rivalry
...would be a
utopian dream

Sievers states at the end of his

book, ‘‘In a fundamental respect his
importance may be determined by the

course

contacts,

but

the outcome

was

worth it. ‘‘Talking with people who actually knew
Stevenson
was really
neat,’’ he said.

Sievers said some people were equally impressed with his knowledge of
Stevenson. During some of his research
at Lake Forest College in Illinois,
Sievers was invited to speak about
Stevenson.
He was approached afterward by
Jane Dick, an associate and supporter

of Stevenson. She
speech and said he
understanding of her
After so many years

commended the
had an accurate
life-long friend.
of trying, Sievers

said, ‘‘That felt pretty good.’’

future

about Stevenson in the HSU library,
which number no less than 12.
Sievers explained a few of the
reasons behind writing another book.
One was to study Stevenson as a way
of understanding modern liberalism.
Sievers also wanted to do something
other books haven’t done. ‘‘I have
tried to identify the essential elements
in his thinking and to place his ideas
and career in historical perspective.’’
He added, ‘‘There is the question of
whether Stevenson will be remembered
at all.’’
Sievers believes there is great value in
Stevenson’s
ideas
today,
concerning the arms race.

823

H Street

Arcata

P

822-3155

nuclear

For Sievers, the book is the fulfillment of a goal, inspired by the man
who said,‘‘The roots of war lie deep,
not only in rivalries among peoples and
conflicts among nations and ideas, but
in the dark, tormented depths of the
human
heart.
To abolish
human
rivalry and conflict would be a utopian
dream. But to try and make sure that
human rivalry and conflict will not
abolish us is just not a possibility: it is
an imperative necessity.’’

Humboldt happenings

especially

subscribe to

The Lumberjack

Seu Pinu an the Sea

Camera
Sho
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tion.”’

help your parents

The book supposedly became a reali-

Phillip’s

events.

weapons and move away from the
brink of disaster, Stevenson deserves to

Sievers said it took quite an effort to
make

of

clock moves inexorably toward mid9 night.
Should
the great
powers
discover a means of abolishing nuclear

be hailed as a pioneer in the process,
for he understood — better than many
statesmen of his era — that the world
could no longer afford to indulge in
such lethal playthings. But if, on the
other hand, the forces of destruction,
whose _ strength
he
never
underestimated, prevail, his will be a
lost legacy among the ashes of civiliza-
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Doug Bosco

Local, world hunger

|
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for food fair

concern
By Lynette Wood
Staff writer

A food fair will highlight Arcata’s
observance of the United Nations’
World Food Day, Saturday, noon to 3
p.m., outside the Arcata Co-op.

In 1981 the United Nations established the day to focus attention on food
and the fact that even with abundant
food production, hunger continues to
exist.
The Arcata Co-op, a member-owned
food store, is the sponsor for the fair.
The fair will provide a place where
local food producers and nutrition
groups can get together to inform the
public about local and world food concerns.
The Humboldt Nutrition Council
will provide a free diet analysis, including a computer printout of an individual’s nutritional needs.
The Arcata Co-op also sponsored an
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evening program which was held at the

First United Methodist Church, Arcata. The program was a benefit for
the Food for People food bank in
Eureka,

a

community-supported

operation which gives food to people in
1115

W.

Del

Norte

443-3715

St.

Eureke

‘‘There

are many

factors

geared

to

the political situation in Central
America. Hunger is one - it’s a reality
that always seems to be lost in the en-

tire discussion about Central America
... the fundamental reality involved
with all of Central America is really
one of population and resources.

‘*There are parts in the world where
food becomes a day-to-day struggle,
much more than there is here,’’ Bosco

Humboldt Marine Advisor and Cynthia Chason, director of the Food for

said.

Speakers at the evening were Congressman Doug Bosco, Chris Toole,
food

bank.

Music

was

presented by Macchu Pichu playing
folk music from Latin America.
Chason talked about the Food for

- 822-0601

year’s fishing season) is a disaster of in-

calculable extent,’’ Bosco said.
‘*The Small Business Administration
will not extend loans to fishermen
unless they can be convinced that it’s a
physical disaster. We need to get help
as quickly as we can to these people,”’
he said.
Bosco witnessed a different type of
disaster when he travelled in Central
America with five other members of
Congress.

need.

People

13th & G Streets

views on the local fishing industry and
his experiences gained from touring El
Salvador and Nicaragua the first week
of September.
‘*We’re running the risk of losing a
great part of our fishing fleet, which
makes up the character of the North
Coast and does make up part of our
economy as well. This El Nino (a
weather phenomenon which upset this

People program

in Eureka.

Volunteer

workers distribute boxes of food three

times a week to anyone who is in need

Toole spoke on
Nino phenomenon
fishing industry.
‘“‘An

event

the effects the El
had on the local

like

this

shows

our

dependence on weather conditions and
natural forces over which we have no
control, and it can have disastrous effects,’’ he said.

Toole explained that warm water
decreased
winds
stopped
the
said she asks people not to and

of food, she said.

OPEN

FOR

BREAKFAST

AT

Chason

7:30

come more than once a month because

BIM’S Everyday Breakfast Special

19%

One Egg, 2 Sausage Links or Bacon,
Homemade

Country-style Hashbrowns and Toast

TWO EGGS
$1.95
BACON OR SAUSAGE & 2 EGGS
$2.75
HAM & 2 EGGS
$2.85
CHOPPED HAM & 2 SCRAMBLED EGGS
$2.85
CHEESE OMELETTE
$2.75
HAM & CHEESE OMELETTE
$2.95
CHEDDAR CHEESE OMELETTE
$2.85
ABOVE

SERVED

WITH
OR

HASH

BROWNS

ae

e@etaeereweeoes

TOAST

PANCAKES

JUMBO BURGER
$1.54
WITH CHEESE
$1.69
A LARGE PATTY OF BEEF GROUND
TOMATO, ONION & PICKLE

eeeneewe

OR

® PLAZA SHOE »
SHOP
SHOE REPAIRS
Redwing, West Coast, Birkenstock,
Wigwam Socks, Mengen Clogs

BEEF

WITH

upwelling of cold water and

nutrients.

This
stops
growth
of
the
phytoplankton, and fish that usually
eat the plankton starve. Salmon eat
surplus cheese each month.
An ongoing dilemma is the need for these plankton-feeding fish.
Toole said the salmon fishery was
storage space. It is also in need of
freezer space for only a couple months. disastrous along the California coast.
The food bank has an 800 Club. If Salmon caught by fishermen were
weighing an average three pounds
800 people would donate
$5
every month the overhead would be below normal.
Toole concluded by saying the El
paid for, Chason said.
Bosco shared with the audience his Nino was probably over.

there isn’t always enough food.
The food bank also distributes

LETTUCE,

ON

THE PLAZA
ARCATA
822-1125

Arcata T-shirts
25% off

PLAZA § DESIG
Jacoby’s Storehouse ® Arcata

Monday through Saturday !0 to 6

B22.77
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News

briefs

Blood drive today

men

from

A blood drive sponsored by the
Forestry Club will accept donations in
the Forestry Building today, room 201,
until 2 p.m. The blood will go to the
Northern
California Community
Blood Bank in Eureka.

and

Weekend

Free beer will be supplied to those
who attend the Natural Resources
Planning Club picnic on Saturday. The
fun beeins at 2 p.m.

at the Redwood

Park Lodge in Redwood Park. Those
attending can bring a potluck dish and
join
in welcoming
new
faculty
members to the department.
A 10-kilometer run to raise money
for a nuclear weapons freeze will start
at Trinidad State Beach this Saturday
at 11 a.m. It costs $7 to enter, and
pledge forms are available for prospective sponsors. Prizes will be awarded to
those who raise the most money. For a
complete list of the day’s activities call
822-7005 or 822-7792.
A 40-mile bike-a-thon to benefit the
March of Dimes begins Sunday, 8
a.m., at Mall 101 in Eureka. The
course will traverse Eureka and Arcata. Prizes will be awarded to the persons

who

raise

the

women

can

find

out

more

Christy

or

Kim

Alvarado at 443-2737.

most

sponsor

dollars. Participating bikers can pick
up sponsor sheets at Arcata bike shops
or can call 445-9639 for more information.

night lectures and

begins
Hook,

hours per month at the Eureka center.
Basic training takes about 25 hours
over a two-week period. Concerned

AND

MAKE
IT

Won't

The Hunger Project will sponsor a
day-long briefing on facts and fallacies
about hunger, Saturday, at Cooper’s
Gulch in Eureka. It’s free and it starts
at 9:30 a.m. Reservations can be made
by calling 445-2510 or 443-9443.
A

day-long

workshop

on

family

can attend. It costs $25 at the door but
if paid by Oct. 18 the fee is $15.
Registration forms and details are
available at HSU’s Office of Continu-

ing Education, 826-3731.

By Mark Bruce
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FREE

The Career Development Center will
hold a free workshop tomorrow on
how to hunt for jobs in Humboldt
County. The workshop is open to currently enrolled students and alumni. It
begins at noon in Nelson Hall East,
Room 119, and will be repeated at the
same place and time on Monday.

Sprouts
[DON*>T

Step

pen

ty Center’s Kate Buchanan Room on
Friday, Oct. 21. Persons concerned
with the prevention of domestic turmoil or interested in law enforcement

call for two 24-hour shifts or work four

PRICES

planned

The
Rape
Crisis Team
needs
volunteers to counsel! sexually abused
Persons interested must attend

and

mateur

violence will take place in the Universi-

women.

Relax

* AFTER HOURS 1PM to 3AM
' FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS

Students can help meet the needs of
the disabled and earn college credit by
volunteering for Horizons Unlimited, a
Youth Educational Services program.
Coordinator Lori Beling said the program is designed to provide fun times
for the disabled and includes a biweekly recreation program. For more
information call 826-3192.

Workshops

$4.95

” 10AM to 2PM

Ih»

Saturday

Volunteers needed

two monthly staff meetings and be on

sERPAN

Volunteer
tour guides
for the
Lanphere-Christenen Dunes Preserve
are needed to conduct field trips. Interested persons need to attend five
training session which
consist
of
field trips. The first lecture
Thursday. Contact Sue Van
822-6378, for details.
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Male-oriented support center offers aid
in family planning, health, relationships

Counseling
Staff writer

communication

Most
geared

support groups in Humboldt County are
toward assisting women’s
needs. The

Everyman’s Center is an exception.
The center, located in Arcata, began in 1978 and

‘tis the first comprehensive
planning,

counseling program to educate the public about
domestic violence and works with violent men to
help them change their behavior.

‘‘The problems that are brought in involve male
and female disputes, which always point to a lack of

By Michelle Pinson

information,

male-oriented

counseling

and

student

spouses,’’

Chaton

Sexual performance and reproductive health con-

cerns, sexually transmitted
methods and relationship
center’s workshop

ongoing

on

‘The center works
with violent men’

The center
Ourselves’? a

the
to

Winchell

Dillenbeck

joined

the

center six months ago when he was looking for
counseling. He was pleased with what he saw and

decided to become a volunteer counselor.
The center began when Dillenbeck and Chaton
began to question their assigned sex roles and to explore alternatives that would help them achieve
their full potential. They became increasingly aware
of contraceptives,
health
care,
parenting
and
understanding
what
makes
relationships work,

Chaton said.
Traditionally,
family
planning
and _ support
groups have been female-oriented, thus reinforcing
men to remain in the spectator role. This trend

helped perpetuate the myth that birth control and
taking care of emotional
responsibility, he said.

needs are

a woman’s

sole

a

better

understanding

wants.
‘‘A re-education

of

each’s

is necessary

needs

to break

‘‘We offer ongoing support groups which are exclusively designed for men, which meet once a
week at our center,’’ he said.
He said they try not to advise the men one way or
the other in making a decision, but try to help the
men release their initial feelings.
The center conducts workshops on the male role,
sexuality and family planning, and provides free
contraceptives and counseling to low- income men.

_The

center

has a lending

music

about

library

men’s

issues.

ally.Ss
Saturday,

November 5

$20 fee

l0am-Spm

Pre-registration required by
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a

workshop

on

rape

NOW

Oct.

24.

women will be raped or sexually abused in their life.

SHOE

Sprouted Seed

ha
i

STRIPE

North Coast Chiropractic

hh

be

men’s anger and sex roles.

SWEAT
SUIT

Dr. James A. Athing

a

will

said it is predicted that one in every two

It operates

Reg. 21.95

a i

There

Chaton

of literature,

For more information call 822-7419

i

for men age 20-35.

Workshops scheduled Oct. 7 through Dec. 12
deal with stress reduction through biofeedback,
relationships, step-family dynamics, child abuse,

By Discus
Jacket

=

taking care of their
become conscious of
Chaton said.
men are unaware of
one form of cancer

SPECIALS

ye

4

Planning.”’
‘*Men are behind women in
bodies. We want to make men
sexually transmitted diseases,’’
Chaton also said that many
testicular cancer, the number

H.S.U.

“2p,

Foods

December.
The next workshop, set for Oct. 17, is entitled:
‘*Men’s
Reproductive
Health
and
Family

emo-

Basic Back School
a Wholistic mppreaen

Natural

will be presenting
‘‘Looking at
weekly workshop series concerned

being. The workshops are scheduled on Mondays,
7-9 p.m., and are expected to be held through

and

through

the myths of machoism, that is men being
tionless, stoical and aggressive, Chaton said.

films and

Wholistic Healthh

topics.

with issues that affect our personal and social well-

workstudy program and two coordinators who
receive state funding to continue providing services

and counseling.
Coordinator

diseases, birth control
crisis are among the

‘1 feel really good about the center and its
workshops. It’s good for men to be more aware and
sensitive of their needs and the people they care
about. It’s essential for men to come and take advantage of the center’s resource,’’ Hadidjah Shortridge, an HSU anthropology major, said.

family

which suggested that the center focus on male fami-

one

both

He said the difference is if one or both spouses
are willing to deal with the problem and try to come

support center on the North Coast,’’ Coordinator
Marc Chaton said.
Founder Susie Dickey wrote the original grant,
ly planning, Chaton said.
The center is staffed by

between

said.

9.95

On The Plaza
Arcata

822-0321
Mon-Sat
oS
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Watt’s

resignation

By Joyce M. Mancini
Managing editor

James
Watt’s
resignation
as
Secretary of the Interior is the first step
in changing the Reagan administration’s policies concerning
natural
resources, Richard Ridenhour, dean of
the College of Natural Resources, said.
Yet, Ridenhour said he will temper
his optimism to wait and see the next
step.
*‘Whether

or not

there

not

Jr., R-N.M.; former Senator James L.
Buckley,
R-N.Y.;
and
Energy
Secretary Donald P. Hodel.
‘The breadth of his policy objectives of deregulating everything is still
in
place
as
a goal
of
the
administration," McKay said. He said
Watt was good at making people think

the policies were his ideas.

trigger

in western states.
The Washington Post reported Mon-

day that possible successors include
former
Senator
Clifford
Hansen,

Rather than the policies he pushed,

McKay
said Watt
was resigning
because of his big mouth and lack of
diplomacy.
‘I think that was probably the only
thing he could do to spare the Reagan
administration further
embarrassment,’’ John Travis, HSU
political science professor, said.
oe

Hello

to

Watt’s

latest

verbal

siip

came

again,

Watt

wouldn’t

have

left,’’

Travis said. He said 90 percent of the
decision to resign was to free Reagan
from a potential campaign liability.
-
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last

month when he referred to his coal advisory panel members as ‘‘a black, a
woman, two Jews and a cripple.’’
“Had Reagan no inter! of running

i rN

Representative Manuel Lujan

Say

policy changes

will be any

changes in the administration’s natural
resource
policies depends
on his
replacement,’’ he said. Ridenhour said
he is not expecting much of a change
since Watt was acting in accordance
with the administration’s views on the
environment.
Tim McKay, director of the Northcoast Environmental Center, said he
agrees that it’s likely someone acceptable to the West will be chosen, since
major environmental policies deal with
government-owned land management

R-Wyo.;

might

St., Eureka
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Ross Miller watches from the

press box as no. 16 Pat O’Malley
lofts a pass over a Canadian
defender.

O’Malley replaces injured QB

—Charlie Metivier

"Jacks rip Canadian club, 21-0
A solid ground
game
and
an
awesome
pass rush propelled the
Lumberjack football team to a 21-0
victory over the British Columbia
Thunderbirds in non-conference action
Saturday.
It was the team’s second

straight win.
Now 2-3 overall, the ’ Jacks travel to
Oregon, Saturday, for another nonconference game against the Portland
State Vikings. The Vikings finished last
in the Western Football Conference
last year with a 2-9 record. HSU nipped Portland 30-29 in 1977 and leads
the series 5-2.

ing

Against the ’Birds, Humboldt runnbacks
John
Hughes,
Patrick

Shirley, and Kevin Lewis combined for
121 yards. Hughes, a senior wildlife

management
job

major,

at halfback

iwnior Remond
e]

two

got
weeks

the

starting

ago

when

Collins suffered a rib

ration.
Lewis, a social

science

senior,

and

Shirley, an industrial arts junior,
shared the fullback position.
Quarterback Pat O’Malley also got

Miller is a sophomore majoring in
business administration.
‘*It was kind of a late hit. I threw the
ball, and I got hit from the front and
from behind so there was no give,”’
Miller said.
Miller said he would have a 25 percent chance of losing his kidney if the
kidney suffered another blow and had
not fully healed.
Because of an ankle injury, Miller
sat out the game aginst Santa Clara
Sept. 17.
Backup quarterback Pat O’Malley
will be stepping into Miller’s place as
the ’Jacks starting quarterback.
Coach Bud Van Deren said that as a
starter O’Malley will now be able to
concentrate and progress faster.

O‘Malley
quarterback

said
was

being a _ backup
difficult. ‘‘It is

rough. You always want to be in there,

you wish you could be out there playing,’’ he said.

The

senior

geography

major

transferred to HSU from Moorpark
Junior College last year and was
backup to Miller.
Miller said that O’Malley

will do a

good job. ‘‘He is a good quarterback.
Once the team knows they are going to
have one guy for a leader that handles
the

situation

a certain

team will probably
Miller said.
Senior

linebacker

way,

perform
Mark

then

the

better,’’
Gritton

is

tearing into the ’Jacks opposition. He
leads the team in both the number of

tackles, 46, and in quarterback sacks,
cH
The middle linebacker is living up to
his coaches’ expectations, as they
predicted he would become one of the
best linebackers in the conference this

season.
‘“We feel Mark is a fine linebacker,
(with) good football intelligence. He is

the quarterback

on defense.

He gets

the job done by hard
perseverance,’’
defensive
coach Fred Siler said.
One area, Siler said, that
to work on is defending
pass.
Gritton said that he does

work and
secondary
Gritton has
against the
need to im-

prove, pointing out that there is always

room and a need for improvement in
any sport or position that one plays.
“‘Grit,’’ who injured his left knee in
practice last season and had it operated
on this summer, said the knee has not
bothered him at this point in the
season.
‘*After I get my degree at HSU, I’ll
probably go to San Francisco State or
somewhere where there is a physical
therapy program. Eventually, I plan to

open a private practice rehabilitating
sports and other injuries,’’ Gritton
said.
He transferred from Orange Coast
Junior College in 1982 and played for
the ’Jacks last season.

his chance to start because of an injury

to sophomore Ross Miller.
O’Malley completed 14 of 22 passes
for 93 yards. Lewis scored the only offensive touchdown, pounding in from
the one-yard line.

The defense was lead by linebackers
Moe Pratton and Mark Gritton. Pratton, a senior physical education major,
recovered one fumble for a touchdown
and had seven unassisted tackles and
two sacks. Gritton, senior physical
therapy, returned one interception 32
yards for the ’Jacks final touchdown.

ae

~Yy

The Lumberjacks may lose starting
quarterback Ross Miller for the season
due to an injured kidney which he suffered in the game against U.C. Davis
Sept. 24.
“*At first, the doctors thought it was
a contusion on the kidney, but it hasn’t

stopped bleeding, so they know there is
a laceration, which means I can’t play
for at least three weeks and possibly six
weeks,”’ Miller said.
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‘Old Lady’ brings talent,
optimism to VB team
By Kevin Rex

Hunter, 22, decided to attend HSU
after seeing the volleyball team play at
Chico two years ago.
“I was more excited about basket-

Staff writer

Despite

a

women’s

slow

start

volleyball

by

the

team,

HSU

Janice

Hunter remains optimistic about
team and its chances in ’83.

‘*We can be hard to beat if everyone
believes that we can perform on the
court. At first we were nervous, but
now we aren’t playing with enough aggressiveness,’’ Hunter said.
Hunter, a senior range management

major, transferred to HSU from Butte
Junior College where she was MVP
and an all-conference selection.
Lynn Warner, first year head coach,
said that Hunter offers ‘‘good quality’’
to the team.

‘*Janice gives us solid play at the hitter position,’’ Warner added.
After
a strong effort
against
Sacramento State, Hunter feels that
the

Lumberjacks

have

a good

chance

“if we play the way we did in that game
all season.”
Hunter noted that
Sacramento is their toughest competition.

oe
eee

7

ch,

Hayward opponents attempts to block no. 33 Claudia
Billy’s spike

The ‘‘old lady of the team’”’ is in her
second
year
at
HSU,
hoping
to
graduate in two years, having just

decided on her major last quarter.
‘*Arcata is a nice area and J like the
campus and the school very much,’’
Hunter said, but she feels that the
women’s volleyball team doesn’t get
the kind of recognition that it deserves.
**I woutd like to see it get more attention,’’ she added.

Hunter added her support for Coach
Warner,

‘‘She

is

aie

ii

EY

ag

—Chariie Metivier

as Cheryl Clark looks on.
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HAIR
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Apherdahi

Knit

Prices

Complete Nail Care

Beginning Knitting
Cables/ Patterns

Men

$8

Women

(cut includes shampoo

Spinning

$10

& styling)

Plaiting Basketry

Beginning Crochet

ee
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Walking Distance from HSU
Corner

12h 8

of

B99.5720

3 blocks

acr'nce

MARKETS

Westwood
Westwood

Shopping Center

ATTENTION
Summer

’83 HOP

Students

Local Address Needed

Sunny Brae

The Admissions and Records Office needs you to complete a
local address card and information release card. Please come
by Siemens Hall 208 to do this
within five days so that your

Sunny

Brae

study list and other mailings will

Bayside

Road

Alliance Road

HOURS:

1091 Hst., Arcata

Haircuts

eat

CLASSES:

Jecque & Russ Futoran

CONNECTION

8-10 Monday-Saturday

Center

reach you promptly.
8-9 Sunday

Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer

Dari-Gold Yogurt

12 pack 12 ounce cans

8 ounce

$2.99

3/$1.00

Good through October 18

THANK

and

Scott (Scott Johnson, assistant coach)
helps out with things, too. Basically
she has a good understanding of the
game. She’s a smart person.”’
Although the team has not been consistent during the season, Hunter said
she feels good about her effort on the
court.
:

Wear It Well

om
-

ball in high school, but I figured that I
would
have
a better
shot
at
volleyball,’’ Hunter added.

her

YOU.
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They take a lickin’
but keep on tickin’

HSU Ru nners
‘I didn’t listen to my body.
was getting fatigued but I was
do everything anyway,’’ he
jumped over the first hurdle
any form and still thought

By Mitch Lilly
Sports editor

HSU senior distance runner Ramon
Morales has reached the peak of a long
comeback.
In 1980, Morales shattered his left
thigh bone when he jumped a low hurdle during an inter-squad track meet.
The injury shattered his plans for a
great season as well.
‘*I was in awesome shape,’’ Morales
said of his sophomore year. ‘‘I was

I knew I
going to
said. ‘‘I
without
I could

possibly win the race.

‘*When I jumped the second hurdle I
landed wrong. The muscles in my legs
were so tired they had become brittle.
It was like a shotgun going off. They
could hear the crack all the way across
the field.’’
A

19-inch

hollow

steel rod

was

in-

serted inside the bone to keep it
together. Doctors told Morales to rest
for at least three months before he
tried to run again. About 30 days later

ready to kill some records.’’

What he did was ‘‘kill’’ himself.
Before the fateful meet began, Morales
said he decided to try and win it all by
himself. He ran every event, including
the high hurdles, an event he had not
trained for. Although he placed in
most of them, he admitted that he felt
his muscles growing tired.

he was

running

painfully

all-weather track.
“In my mind,’’
wanted

to come

he

around

said,

back

(for

the

‘‘I

still

track

Na-

tionals) in June. It was very painful to
run or to ride my bike.”’
In the end Morales said he accepted
his fate: the season, perhaps even his
athletic career, was over.
In his freshman
cross country
season, however,
the international
relations and French double major
reached All-American status, finishing
24th at the Nationals. The top 25 made
it.
The following season he ran head to
head with Danny Grimes,
HSU’s
10,000- meter record holder. Morales
said he was a favorite to win at the Nationals, but that he ‘‘ran too hard in
the first two miles and just died.’’
He
placed
26th
overall behind
Grimes and another HSU cross country All-American, Mark Conover.

Destined to become one of Humboldt’s best runners ever, his career
was halted on Feb. 16, 1980. It was

the start of his long comeback.
After the accident, Morales spent
two years studying in France and
China. Although he said he was glad
for the chance to live and study
abroad, he admitted that the injury
gave him more reason to sign up for
the international program.
‘*I needed something to fall back on,
something else on my mind,”’ he said.
‘*I knew I might not ever compete
again, but in my heart I always wanted
to come back.”’
When he finally returned to the team

very

frustrating

watching

guys

—

:

Kim

last season, Morales said he lacked the
mental toughness to compete.
‘‘I completed only two races and
quit the rest. I wasn’t tough enough. It
was

—

I

used to beat pass me up,”’ he said.
HSU cross country coach Jim Hunt
called it a change in priorities. ‘‘He had
too many other things on his mind,”’
he said. ‘‘It was such a transition after
being away for two years. He wasn’t
sure he wanted to win because it wasn’t

one of his goals.
‘*This year he knows he wants to be
an All-American again,’’ Hunt said.
Hunt also said that having Morales
back in great shape will help the team.
Morales said he intends to make the
best of his last year in cross country.
The motivation he had as a freshman is

back, he added, and despite his ‘‘interruption,’’ he sees himself ‘‘running as

Pieratt

As a senior at Fortuna High School,
HSU cross country runner Kim Pieratt

tasted nothing but victory in the mile
and two-mile — until her final prep
school race.
That’s when a freshman named Sally
Carlson edged her in the two-mile by
six seconds.
“I lost the race mentally,’’ Pieratt

said. ‘‘She (Carlson) ran really well,
and her time was good, but I could
have beaten her if I had kept a positive

attitude. I just gave up.”’
Named Fortuna High’s outstanding
senior athlete, Pieratt, 19, said becoming physically prepared before a race is
only part of the battle. Once a runner

gets into the race, it’s 90 percent mental, she said.
‘*I just remember all the training I
did during the week and tell myself it’s

now or never,’’ the junior journalism
major said.
See RUNNERS,

hard and as fast as I can.’’

next page
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Although
she enjoys recreational
sports, it is Pieratt’s competitive nature
that motivates her as an athlete. During the summer she trained for her first
triathalon, a race in which swimming,
biking and running are combined into
one competition.
In the second-annual triathalon held
in Ferndale, she placed fifth in the
women’s
division
with
a time of
2:00:11. The course included a 2.5-mile
swim, 13-mile bike ride, and 5-mile

By Dale McIntire
Staff writer

‘It will be close,’’ women’s cross
country coach Dave Wells said, but he
is predicting victory for the Lumberjacks this Saturday at Chico State.
The team runs a three-way meet
against Chico and Sacramento in its
last showdown before the conference
finals.
Wells
described
Sacramento
as
weak, but thinks Chico will be ‘‘real
tough this year.

run,
Later in the summer

Pieratt entered

a longer triathalon in Redding. During
the

1.2

mile

swim

in

Whiskeytown

‘The unfortunate thing for Chico is
that they only have five runners who
are top,’’ Wells said.

Lake she said about 25 people had to
be pulled out of the water. Pieratt
made it, then
nine to finish
‘*It’s really
brunette said.
and solve a
compete. ’”’

biked 22 miles and ran
in 4:00:11.
satisfying,’’ the 5-foot-9
‘‘I think about my day
lot of problems while |

(BAY AUTO SUPPLY)

Only the best five times are counted
for each team, but Wells explained that
‘*it’s practically impossible to keep five
athletes healthy all the time.”
2

SS

Se

* Complete Foreign &
Brake Drums &
Rotors ae

Mon.-Fri., 8-5:30; Sat.- 9-4
Arcata

SS

SSeS

WITH

into some luck this year in the form of
transfer student Kathy Dolan.
‘‘She was the small-school

DOMESTIC

t

822-24 Vy,

for last year,’’ Wells said.
‘*] like to run,’’ she explains. ‘‘I get
all my pent-up anxieties out.
“I don’t think about
how tired I
am.
I think
about
what
a good
workout I’m doing — I’m benefiting.’’
_ Wells has been watching Dolan, a
junior
recreation
major,
since her
junior college career.
‘*Each
year she gets stronger and
faster,’’ he said.

Wells believes Dolan’s ‘‘most imrortant attribute is that she likes to win ”’
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RENTER’S NAME
HOUSE
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©

APT

LANDLORD’S NAME
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Return

coupon and

bring to:

PG&E’s Arcata Energy Conservation Center

1175 G Street * Arcata ¢ 822-3572

Deadline November 18, 1983
WINNERS WILL BE ANNOUNCED

cross

country champion (for junior colleges)

Ce

FORERIGN

889 Ninth St.
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‘“‘That’s one
of our
strengths,’’
Wells said, figuring that HSU
has
about 30 good runners.
Fortunately, the Lumberjacks ran

T-SHIRT

Domestic Parts
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* Student Discounts
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*
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Dolan helps lady harriers

Runners
Continued from preceding page
Perhaps that’s what
Pieratt was
thinking
when
she
raced
against
Carlson
in
the
Fortuna
Rodeo
10-kilometer ‘‘fun run’’ about a month
after she lost to the freshman. Pieratt
said she ‘‘trained really hard’’ for what
she hoped would be ‘‘sweet revenge.”’
Pieratt finished the race in 38:59,
nearly 30 seconds ahead of Carlson.
Born in Los Angeles, Pieratt’s family moved to Hydesville, near Fortuna,
when she was one year old. Describing
herself as ‘‘very competive,’’ she ran
cross country and track at Fortuna
High for four years.
“I
got
into
running
because
I
couldn’t do anything else,’’ the second
year HSU runner said. ‘‘I tried out for
the (Fortuna) girl’s basketball team
and got cut.’’
Despite her setback, Pieratt said she
loves basketball. She is also an avid
water and snow skier, as well as an experienced hang glider.

Oct.
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Sports roundup
Cheerleaders
Cheerleaders will perform

return to HSU

at all remaining

The 6-foot-1, 185 Ib. business senior tied the
record last season with 25. He has picked off three
more passes in five games this year, including the
big one he grabbed against University of Santa
Clara Sept. 17.

home

and away football games, cheerleader coordinator
Leslie Norman said. The cheerleaders will also be at
men’s intercollegiate soccer and basketball games.

‘*It was a darn good feeling,’’ Diaz said of breaking the record that night.
After he was tackled, Diaz spun the football to

The cheerleading squad consists of 15 students,
Norman

mine

added.

the

The

number

size of the crowd

of cheerleaders

will deter-

performing

in

the grass and raised his right index finger in a
‘‘number one’”’ sign.
With five games remaining Diaz will have plenty
of chances to add to the record.
‘I’ve got my eye on the national NCAA Division
II record,’’ he said. Diaz has to catch at least ten

front of the crowd and how many will lead cheers in
the stands.
“*If they have the crowd behind them, the players

play better.

Hopefully we will have two different

squads next year — one cheer and one song,”’ Norman said.

7 more to tie that record of 38 interceptions.

Head football coach Bud Van Deren said he is
pleased to see cheerleading return to HSU.
He

added

that

student

support

for

HSU

sports

has been good in the past and that he looks forward
to seeing it continue.

NCAC

Buds host tourny
The

Frisbees

were

flying

in

the

The

Buds

lost in the quarter

men’s Dark Star team, 15-10.
Chabot 10lst Airborne from

Davis

1

0

HUMBOLDT

1

1

Sacramento

1

1

Chico

0

0

in Los

Sonoma

0

4

Angeles.
The senior international relations and French
double major spent the summer training in Mexico
City with the Mexican Olympic Track Team.

NCAC

Top. HSU

be headed

Morales,

Metivier

distance

to the

who

runner

Ramon

1984 Summer

Morales

Olympics

has dual nationality,

may

said he has a

good chance to make the team.
‘“‘The Mexican program is not as developed as it
is
in
the
U.S.,’’
he
said.
‘‘There
is less
competition.’’
Morales
will
compete
in
the
1,500-meters.

beat the Portland Funhogs 15-9 for the men’s
championship. Seattle Sky edged The Dark Star of
13-9 in the women’s

0

Morales Olympic hopeful

three teams will go.
There were 13 men’s and five women’s teams in
the Harvest. The Flying Circus from San Francisco
Ore.,

2

—Charlie

for a trip to the regionals held in Davis. The top

Eugene,

Hayward

Humboldt

Ultimate Harvest Tournament at the HSU science
and soccer fields last weekend. The Humboldt Disc
Club and Humboldt Buds sponsored the event.
Tournament coordinator Tanya Boone, an art
senior, said the tourney was highly successful for
everyone and that it ‘‘paved a good road”’ for the
sectionals in Seattle.
The sectionals, held in late October, will pit
teams from the Pacific Northwest section in a battle

final.

finals against the
The Dark Star and
Livermore tied for

Football Standings
L
WwW

Diaz breaks record

third.
Although Boone said she was thankful for use of
the soccer field, she added that they could have used
more playing time.

HSU free safety Dean Diaz, an Associated Press
All-American in 1982, has broken the North Coast
Athletic Conference career interception record.
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$230) 4-15"Goodyear Steel Radials
on Keystone Chrome Mags. $175
(new $600).
$12,000.
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839-0449

Corvette
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Sightseeing.

Write IJC Box
Mar,
Ca

size

nine

and

one-half.

All

in

good condition. Best Offer. Ask for
Bruce.
822-9485.
10-12
Why Rent when you can buy my 8 X
42' fully equipped mobile home? It's in

good shape. Low cost housing for only $1,500.
677-3119.
10-12
Tennessee

Farm 38 acres, 8 acres

bottom land, spring one-half mile from

large lake.
Phil Aaron.

$19,500.
Stone Realty
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information.

Corona Del
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Interested
All

Babysitter Wanted for one small
child. Two nights weekly and an occasional weekend night. Good study
responsible
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see

our

prices

and

selection.

at Pacific Gold.

We

You'll

aiso have

Black Hills gold, Ear-piercing ($5.95)
Jewelry and much more.
Trade-ins
are welcome.
Gold and silver any

form. Come to Pacific Gold. 418 Fifth
Street, Eureka. 443-5371.
12-07

For Rent
Room in two-bedroom house. $125
per month plus one-half utilities. $50
security deposit
No dogs.
message
443-9039

Leave
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Space for Horses Grassy paddocks
with shelter and water. $30 month,
box
stall
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HSU
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Holmes

in

Arcata?!

Anyone
interested
in joining
the
Twisted
Lips,
a Sherlock
Holmes
Society,
please
contact
Molly
at
822-5535
afternoons or evenings

10-12

typing

experience.

service.

Sunday

morn-

Resumes,

in

the

Everyone's invited

festivities

Picnic

at

the

this Saturday,

Fall

Oct

15. The fun begins at noon at Perigot
Park. Anyone interested can pick up
maps in S.H. Room 111.
For further
information including carpooling call

a bottle of champagne

Ca

10-12

the
invitation,
but
I'm
going
to
volunteer for the legal information and
referral service. The meetings are on
Thursday nights at 6:00 in Nelson
120. They are still taking applications
for volunteers. A person just can't let
an opportunity like this get by. Love,
Monique
PS
The
number
is
826-3340
10-12

Jim, 822-5443.

Or Debi,

826-0469

10<1:2

Come see

95521

10-26

\

and second enjoyed our party and
third was seen taking our James Dean
poster
You Suck.
Matt & Friends
Viet S

Youre

always

in

a

You Down?
Sell old items in

The Lumberjack
Classifieds
$1.50 for 25 words

CAT!

University Ticket Office

7

hurry

cookin up grub always with curry

COOL

Big Bills Got

T&J's beckons
10-12

To the girl— Who first drank our beer

a

Yer

10-12

Available male seeks female partner
no dumb chicks,
Spaceman

no fat chicks! Signed
10-19

ARMSTRONG TIRES

purchase of any
2 combo plate dinners
!

CORONET SX/A
RADIAL

| POLYESTER /STEEL CORD © TUBELESS

$3

Raised Single Whitewall — Standard Load

Size
P165/80R13
P175/80R13
P185/80R13
P185/75R14
P195/75R14
P205/75R14
P215/75R14
P205/75R15
P215/75R15
P225/75R15
P235/75R15

Price

Excise

$35.95
38.95
43.95
47.95
48.95
49.95
51.95
49.95
51.95
52.95
54.95

Plus $1.64 F.E.T.

&2205 TIRE
Alliance
Road
Arcata © 622-5291

Big Oil & Tire is offering a 10% discount to all HSU
” 18 E Streets
Toys Too!

Evreke

3 & G Streets

Serving

and then we

Thomas

Nanue,

Service.

|

off

9

every

& Potluck.

join

Business

10

manuscripts, reports, theses, grant
proposals.
Reasonabie
Rates
Deborah
McCreary,
444-2591

82 Sunnybrae Center Arcata 822 -ov60

18-85

ing at 10:30. Christians’ Restraurant
1062 G street, Arcata For information call 822-0367 or 839-1910

Beer

Introduction

area singles 18-80 since 1981.
Personalized, configent.
Free information.
677-3059
Box 413.
Arcata

we can watch the sunset with

Tom Darling, Thank you so much for

Home

Your

me

the

to

12-07

Let

can go dancing until dawn. I'll see you
Thursday
night
at
6:00.
Love,

Student

been?

camp

Price, stop in at the Home Economics
Department. We also have herb teas,
hot chocolate and goodies.
Support
Association

you

Love life a littie more. Share it with someone special
Northcoast Connec-

take you out for a quiet candle light

etc

Fast
Ann

have

iuck

girl like you can't spend
buried

11-986

your

Where

of

Humboldt!!!

10-12

Experienced

type

at

826-4622

Ed:

out

around

mother and | have been worried sick
You know she has contacts with the
FBI don't you? Straighten up, Jack
The
Old
Man
10-12

tions

SPARKY:

us soon in local Arca.
B.C

will

down
Scott

—Personals

ple ages

typist

jacket-

sweatshirt and orange-beige
vest. Reward. Cail 839-1227.
10> 72

You're

you're
looking
10-19

‘Reward. for lost wallet somewhere on
“Vor “J” streets in Arcata. Leather

J.B. Miss you very HARD.

Mona’s
ona’s Caf
Uafe

11 -

hour.

Christian Fellowship for single peo-

10-26
ce ae ae me me eg

Mon.
- Sat.

per

SPACEMAN

Lost & Found

Resume and cover letter preparation:
word processing, original copies, parchment. Call Lorna for fast & accurate
service.
333
J
street,
Eureka
442-4926
12-07

Fine Mexican food for 25 years |

$1.°

levels

For the Best

10-12

Before you buy a wedding ring, come
save

$8

Meetings

year. Close to HSU. Will pay up to
$50
a month.
Mike
822-3452
10-12

be

and
neck
shoulders,
for studying, relaxing

and sleeping.
826-4719

| Need a level driveway, ee etc. to
park
(and
live
in)
my
24’
selfcontained motor home for the school

Must

all

Massage

back,
legs,
Great
hands.

Wanted

time.

Oct. 12, 1983
week.

6am-midnight. Appointments available
at home or at my residence. Feet,

Seafood Short Course. All those who
pre-registered for this workshop need
to stop by the Home Economics Oftice, Room
26, to sign up for minisessions
10-12

Two-man
Scull Boat, Queen-size
water bed, Men's ski boots, San Marcos,

Free

52-CA-Y,
92625

The Lumberjack

Professional

Overseas Jobs Summer, year-round.
Europe, South America, Australia,
Asia. All fields. $500-$1,200 mon-

For Sale

Page 35

students. Simply show student identification card at time
of purchase to receive

a 10%

discount on all:

Front end work
Batteries
Tires
Brakes

Tax

if
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Students educate

public on nature

HSU

graduate

mycology student Sue
Van
Hook
leads
a

group
of Trinidad
Union fourth and fifth
graders or: a tour of
the
LanphereChristensen
Dune
Preserve.
ww
=a

By Janet Morlan
Science editor

There’s a bumper crop of benefits for HSU
students and the surrounding communities as the
interdisciplinary approach to environmental education grows.
Students have been improving their skills in communication by working with the parks and schools
in a variety of projects informing the public about
the local environment.
The education department offers undergraduate
courses in environmental education and a master’s
emphasis. which attract students from a variety of
majors.
*‘Most of those students come from recreation
and natural resources, and some from areas like
geography and political science,’’ Professor Alan
Leftridge said. Environmental education is ‘‘a real
natural for this area.’’
Leftridge noted that environmental education
courses are not oriented to environmental issues,
but ‘‘offer the communcation skills.’’
Resource planning and interpretation majors

who

choose

the.

interpretation

curriculum

gain

much of their practical experience through an interpretation methods class and through internships.

Students in the methods
for

community

Friends

of

the

class design brochures

environmental

groups,

Lanphere-Christensen

such

as

Dunes

Preserve.

**Most of the exhibits at Patrick’s Point (State

Park) were done as student projects at one time or
another,’’ John Hewston, resouree planning and interpretation professor, said.
Matt Sugarmann,
supervising ranger for the

Klamath

area that

includes

Science Editor

Two recent developments, a $10,900
grant from the Department of Education and a directory of environmental
agencies, are designed to dispel the
confusion resulting from the many environmental education programs in
Humboldt County.
Local groups which offer outdoor
education activities include Redwood
National
Park,
Friends
of the
Lanphere-Christensen Dunes Preserve,

Redwood Region Audubon Society,
the City of Arcata and the Northcoast
Environmental Center.
Mark
Raney,
outdoor
schools
facilitator with the Humboldt County
Office of Education, said there is ‘‘a
lot of inefficiency in overlapping programs.”’
Raney, who received a master’s in
education at HSU in June, prepared
the grant proposal on Cooperative Environmental Education — the umbrella
program.
One goal under the grant is to pro-

Point

terplay of culture and physical environment.
“‘No other program like this is offered in

United

Leftridge

said.

There

are

the

three

Southern California, the Midwest and East Coast.
The graduate students gain much of their practical experience by sponsoring teacher workshops,
assisting with production of two Western Interpreter
Association
publications
and
through
coursework.
‘‘That’s where students get out into Lanphere
Dunes, public schools, juvenile hall and national
and state parks,’’ Leftridge said.
The Dunes Environmental Education Program,
in its third year, was designed by students for the
elementary school level. It consists of in-class sessions and a fieldtrip to the Lanphere-Christensen
Dunes Preserve west of Arcata.
Another avenue to practical! experience is through
Youth
Educational
Services,
a campus-based
organization which offers an environmental education program as one of several community services.
‘*Most of what we do are in-class presentations,’”
Corky Quirk, resource planning and interpretation
senior and co-director of the environmental program, said.
‘We sometimes lead hikes for youth,’’ Quirk

said.
While the design of the environmental education
emphasis
is based
upon
an_
undergraduate

background

States,’’

roughly similar ones in Kentucky, Ohio and Illinois,
but
the
HSU
program
draws
students
from

State

Park,
supervises
internships as well.
Students
design the internships, which must be productive
for both the student and the park, Sugarmann said.
Sugarmann
stressed the wide variety of environmental
education
possibilities.
Science
students can present such topics as how agates get
to Agate Beach, he said.
Last summer, history senior James O’Shea won
first place in the Barnum History Contest with ‘‘A
History of Patrick’s Point State Park and its Acquisition in the California State Park System.”’
‘*There’s lots to be done, it’s only limited by the
student’s imagination,’? Sugarmann said.
Bruce Forman, education graduate student and
part-time instructor in the environmental education
emphasis, describes the 30 graduate students in that
program as ‘‘a diverse group of people from a real
diversity of (undergraduate) programs. Most are
not people with an education background,’’ he

in natural resources, it can tie into a

The program definition of environment ‘‘is allinclusive of all our environments,’’ he added. That

said. ‘‘There have been times that we’ve touched
with senior citizens or other age groups. Basically,
we’re trying to meet what we see as the needs of the

includes natural history and social history — the in-

community.”’

variety of backgrounds and interests, Forman said.

Grant to dispel confusion
By Janet Morian

Patrick’s

—Charlie Metivier

a

vide teachers’ guides and overnight
school facilities at Patrick’s Point and
Grizzly Creek Redwoods State Parks,
and a guide for Fort Humboldt State
Historic Park in Eureka.
Raney said the teachers’ guides —
resource pamplets — will be sitespecific, but will coordinate with the
Green Box, an internationally known
environmental
education
activities
program
developed
in Humboldt

e

ss

A
A

ae

County.

The directory of environmental
agencies was compiled by Bruce Forman, an education graduate student, as

his thesis.
‘Basically,

it’s

a

directory

of

en-

vironmental resources (agencies) in
Northwestern California,’’ Forman
said.
The directory covers five counties
and contains 108 listings of organizations and the resources they provide.
Over half the listings are in Humboldt
County.

‘“‘The main
target audience
educators,’’ Forman said.

is

_Chariie |Metivier

Fourth grader Melissa Johnson, 9, dumps remnants of the dunes of
the dunes field trip out of her sneaker.

Controversy explodes over proposed move
leading actors quit prior to play opening
By Mark

out that the cost of the Eureka project

Bruce

Staff writer

The latest drama at the Ferndale
Repertory Theatre has it all: conflict,
ir2¢edy, farce, melodrama and, above

all, emu*iona! catharsis.
The

problem

is that

all the

action

would be four to eight times that of the
Hart Theater renovations. Mellon later
quit the board, though he said the
move issue was a ‘‘secondary’’
for his resignation.

The

board

with

the

had

just

Eureka

City

reason

begun

talking

Council

about

takes place off stage.

funding a study on the move when the

Humboldt
County’s
oldest
and
largest independent theater group has
entered its 12th season suffering from a

news
was
leaked
to
the
town
newspaper.
‘‘We
had
planned
formal
press
releases,’’ former board member Ron
Martin said. ‘‘But when the news leak-

bitter split between those who support
a possible expansion to Eureka and
those who want the theater to remain
forever in Ferndale.

Actors have walked off roles, longtime members have submitted resignations, disgruntled members have talked
of starting a new theater group in
Eureka and someone has phoned in a
death

threat

director.
All of

to

the

theater’s

this

membership

followed
meeting
in

ed it was almost

the

cancel

theater

their

tickets.

complain
Some

residents

accusing Eureka of trying to steal their
theater.

a stormy
which
the

A member of the Ferndale town
council proposed that the town secede
the county

of

to

their own

protect

the

the company performed in its earliest
days — only angered residents more.

‘*We: felt that
Ferndale faction regained control of
the company’s board of directors.
The trouble began two and a half
years ago when the theater suddenly
faced a $250,000 renovation for the
60-year-old Hart Theater, where they
perform, to bring it within state fire
codes.
Also disturbing was a report by a
consultant who said that unless the
theater moved or expanded from Ferndale, the audience would grow increasingly smaller, eventually forcing the
theater to close.
renovating

was

moving the theater to Eureka. Artistic
Director Charles Morrison said placing
the theater in the county’s major
population center would be more convenient for actors and audience.

Board member and Ferndale merchant Paul Mellon disagreed, pointing

Best Sets....P. 3

form

or children’s plays — the sort of fare

theater’s director

Shay... 2

and

Ferndalia

theater.
Proposals to maintain a company
presence in Ferndale with melodramas

phoned in to

ZZ

©

and

artistic

Death threat

to

to

wrote angry letters to local newspapers

from

alternative

to undo

shock and anger. Season ticket holders
called

nation

An

impossible

what had been done.’’
The people of Ferndale reacted with

Ferndale’s

this would

role in the cultural

cheapen
history

of Humboldt,’’ Mellon said.
By the time the board finally proposed equal theater seasons in Ferndale
and Eureka, opposition to any sort of
move had hardened.
The issue changed the town’s perception of Morrison from the man who
brought professional theater into Ferndale to the man who was trying to steal
its theater.

‘*I personally suffered a lot of verbal
and written abuse,’’ the director said.
This
harrassment
stretched
to
melodramatic proportions two weeks
ago when someone phoned a death
threat against Morrison to the theater’s
answerphone.

‘‘There was a deep, disguised voice
that said ‘Morrison, you’re dead,’ ’’
the

director

said.

An

office

worker

confirmed the incident but called it ‘‘a
sick practical joke.’’

Nitie

Larry Gray...

*

vs te,
ame

Julie

Zacot,

rehearsing

Ron

for

Martin

‘The

¥

4

and

Robie

Bonnie Neeley that

it didn’t want to appear to take sides in
the dispute by giving the theater its annual grant.

P 4a S

Country Matters....P. 6

Bruce

Mousetrap’.

The controversy was a financial
threat to the theater as well. Audience
levels plummeted for the plays that
followed the news of the move. Grant
money from local organizations suddenly dried up.
In fact the Lytle Foundation, administered in Ferndale, told Rep.
board chairwoman

—Mark

Agnew

The foundation eventually

dale merchants asking for help in the
productions,’’
Agnew
said.
‘‘The
response was always ‘If you can
guarantee that the theater will never
move from Ferndale, then I’ll give you
help.’ ”’
Negotiations between the board and

the townspeople faltered. Mellon said
that his side was willing to compromise
if the board guaranteed only that the
group would always be based in Ferndale.
Agnew said that Mellon’s side refused to discuss anything less than a flat

relented and granted $10,000 to the
Rep. — $1,300 less than the year statement that the theater company
before, Neeley said.
itself would never leave.
Some
Ferndale
merchants
still
A resolution by the board declaring

cooperated
with
the
theater.
The
Villiage Inn, for instance, donated the

use of its facilities for a fund-raising
Christmas party. But such help became
rare,

charter

Rep.

member

Robey

Agnew said.
‘*We sent dozens of letters to Fern-

their

intent

to

maintain

a theater

in

Ferndale met with cool response mostly, Mellon said, because of the words
‘‘if feasible.’’ Martin said the resoluSee FERNDALE,

page 8

2
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Sukay
Quartet performs South American mountain music on handmade instruments
while he was in Bolivia recording folk music.
The instruments are perhaps the most interesting
aspect of the band. The musicians make most of the

By David Moore
Staff writer

Eclectic rhythms

and melodies

from the Andes

instruments themselves. In the course of an evening

mountains will fill the Van Duzer Theatre Saturday

the four members use more than 25 different in-

at 8 p.m., when Sukay makes a return appearance
at HSU.
An international, four-member ensemble, Sukay
plays the traditional music from the mountain

struments. There are pan pipes, some up to 4

—

of Peru,

Bolivia,

Ecuador,

Argentina

and

1e.

The four members use more
than 25 different instruments

As

feet long, which play a major role in the music.
The instruments are fashioned out of natural
materials such as wood, bamboo, and animal skins.
The idea of using natural items to construct instruments goes well with the direction of the band.
‘*Sukay”’ is a word from the Quechua language of

the Incas which means ‘‘to open the earth for planting.
The style of playing comes from the mountain
villages of the Andes

where

wander around playing
can go on for hours
plays these songs for a
tain the same effect by
of a song and begin a

at festivals musicians

for

albums,

recordings,

music together. Some songs
at a time. Although Sukay
much shorter time, they athaving one member fade out
new song alongside them.
Sukay

has

produced

the first simply titled, ‘‘Sukay,

two

Music of

the Andes.’’ Their second release is titled, ‘‘Sukay
Bacha Siku,’’ and should be on sale at Saturday
night’s show.
The band is centered in San Francisco and will
play a concert in Ukiah as well as Arcata. Every

concert

performed

has sold out.

at HSU

in the last three years

In November,

the band will travel to

Alaska, where they have never performed.

The music is comprised of ethnic folk songs from
villages high in the Andes, that were once part of
the Inca empire. The musicians spend great
amounts of time traveling in South America researching and collecting the tunes for recital.
The native music of the Incas was greatly

in-

fluenced by the Spaniards, who introduced stringed
instruments in the 16th century. The music played
by Sukay still retains the flavor of the ancient An-

dean musicians.
‘‘Our instruments are mostly flutes and drums,”’
Edmond Badoux, one of the founding members of

the band,

said last week

from San Francisco.

in a telephone interview

‘We also use the charango —

a stringed instrument made from the hollowed shell
of an armadillo — spanish guitar, harp and violin.’’
Asked about improvisation, Badoux said, ‘‘It is
not really traditional to improvise. We do change
things a bit from song to song, though.
‘‘The contemporary songs have a lot of adaptation, although they are basically traditional. There
is a blend of different instruments. All of us play a
little guitar and a little charango. Each member has
two or three instruments with which they are
specialized, but we all play most of the instruments
at some time.”’
Although Badoux was born in Switzerland, his
wife, Quentin, is a native of Brooklyn, N.Y., and is
also a member of the band. While doing research on
Andean music in 1975, they met two Bolivian folk
musicians, Gonzalo Vargas and Javier Canelas.
Canelas was recently replaced by Edmundo Aleaga

‘
ae

Gonzalo Vargas, Quentin

Badoux,

Edmund Bedoux and Edmund

Aleaga

University Ticket Office

Coors Beer
12 pack bottles

$4.19
good through October 17

13th and G Streets

WAR

IN

ARCATA

Due to the war, the Red Pepper is
devaluing the dollar by 25 percent to

introduce you to the tangiest, most
zestful Mexican food this side of
“‘Ole Sonora.’’ That’s right, 25 percent off all Mexican

food (except

steaks) from now until October 16th.
The Red Pepper is located on the corner of 10th and I Streets in Arcata.
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Pate)
KHSU'

Radio—91.5

FM.

‘

CenterArts
Presents

public affairs shows,
and

eccentric

formats,

news,

poetry

ment

such

as the

dent in the department.

If you’re low on dough or can’t
think of a place to go, find out
what’s on non-commercial radio —
check out KHSU-FM.
They call it alternative radio for
the North Coast and for good
reason. —
There is no other station in the

Doug and Jim Show Friday afternoons from 3 to 6.
A program schedule should be
available by the end of the week.
Look for it or stop by the KHSU office on the first floor in the Theatre
Arts Building.

morning Monday through Friday.

thyophagous,’’

jazz, you'll hear it nearly every
night, including National Public

and Saturday, Gist Hall, 8 p.m.
Two years ago John Heckel,

area that plays classical music every

If your taste swings more toward

Radio’s

award-winning

Jazz

Alive

show Sundays and Thursdays at 7.
It you like to rock, you'll find lots
of vintage and modern rock ’n’ roll
each weekday afternoon, weekends

and some late night spots too, in-

cluding

some

hardcore

punk

‘‘Woyzeck’’

and

‘*

Ic-

The

folk, country,

bluegrass and experimental music in

addition to what is mentioned
above.
Even if you don’t like music
KHSU offers a wid
oad
oe

film

is

group

dedicated

of

to

after the final film sequences were
shot.
Ihe second film on the program,
‘‘Icthyophagous,”’ was also a col-

production

in

at HSU.

the

The

dark, gloomy story about

soldier in the

18th century

theater

film is a

aGerman
who

is

his wife until he is driven over the

tion

of five different

Classes

including

theater

75-80

but

arts

students

under the directing supervision of
Heckel and the production supervision of Ray Day, then an assistant
professor in the theater arts depart-

died

in a car accident

laborative

effort

student

arts

arts -

Theater

Fran

Shamburg

_ did sound for the film and said there
were

eight

people

who

actively

worked on the film, but there were
_also ‘‘a lot more extras’’ involved.
_ The

eight

film is in black and

minutes

long

Mot

tyne
eg

the day

theater

students.

department
graduate

of

ee ae
ape,
ta

the

arts department, got the ideatodoa
film version of Georg Bucher’s
‘*Woyzeck,’’ which was currently
being rehearsed
for a stage

professor

rink.
!
_ The project involved a combina-

soul,

a

an

associate

music imaginable is on the airwaves
at some point on KHSU including
reggae,

by

students,”’ Heckei said.

memory of John Edwards, a theater
arts student who worked on the film

persecuted by the army, doctors and

blues,

achievement

department film showing — Friday

Thursdays from 9 p.m. to midnight.

In fact, just about every kind of

The film was shot in a variety of
settings throughout
Humboldt
County and took nearly seven months. It is in color, and both Heckel
and
Day
said they were very
_ satisfied with the 53-minute film
considering it cost less than $6,000
to produce
—
‘‘an incredible

arts

theater

a

but currently a graduate stu-

and

white,

has

no

dialogue but lots of ‘‘abstract sound
effects,’’
said Shamburg.
She
described it as a ‘‘futuristic and unconventional
film.’’
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MUSIC
OF THE
ANDES
a
aT

ea

Saturday, October 15
Van Duzer Theatre
8 pm
$6 general
$5 students/seniors

Enjoy the robust, vigorous
mountain music of Peru,
Bolivia, Ecuador, Argentina and
Chile.

The Jambalaya
Arcata’s Favorite Nightclub, Culture Center |
& Bar Since 1973

+, @

COPIES

M-Th 6:00 -9:00

Sun

Oct. 13th Swingshift

“

;

All Women Jazz

Oct. 16th

LCD’s

Monday Night Jazz
9pm Free

kinko’s copies
DE:

ee
eee
822-8712

:

9pm $2

Jam Night

Oct. 17th

12:00 - 5:00

9pm $3/ , >

915 H street

The
Bella Lewitzky

By The Plaza

Dance Company
eo

USIC
wid

repanwed

Cusit

ee

een

NEW AND USED
INSTRUMENTS

eee

GUITARS, BANJOS
MANDOLINS ELECTRICS
DULCIMERS. VIOLINS in all sizes
MARTIN. GUILD. YAMAHA, HOHNER
TAKAMINS. etc

BOOKS of all kinds

Repair and restoration of tretted in
Struments, electrics violins etc

1027 “‘I'' Street

622-6264

per

person

IVATE R ROOMS INCLUDE:
INC
PRIVATE

SS

SS

for your pleasure. . @

SSS

BLUEGRASS
at the Jambalaya
Thurs. Oct. 27 Larry Sparks
& Lonesome Ramblers

$1.50 12 hour

dressing

room

&

lounge

area

shower

17th & G St., Arcata, CA
(707) 822-8127

Expires

Nov.

16

piped

intercom

music

for service

from

day,

October 21 and Satur-

October

22.

soo

Van

Tickets available at Kokopilau,
Eureka; New Outdoor Store and
University Ticket Office, Arcata. For information call
826-4411.

COMING

SOON

La Bottine Souriante
From Quebec
Kate Buchanan

juice

bar

Duzer

Lewitzky says, ‘‘Come see this
way of dancing. Let your mind
and imagination work. You
may find yourself rewarded.”’

Saturday, October 29

SS

Wildwood presents

SAUNAS ........

SSS

REPAIRS

2900

LOW RATES
HOT TUBS,....
$2.50 % hour

SSeS

Popular tohos classics methods. sheet
music manuscript paper wolin and
piano teaching materials

SSS

bougnt

Friday,

UNTIL

SS

a

ON ANY
HOURLY RENTAL

3:00-12:00
WEEKENDS

SS

5

;

SSS S8P®

rk

rs te i fine stringed instruments

OFF

eeanaanan

$1

$5.50 general

8 pm

Room

$4.50

students/seniors

LADIES’ DAY *®
FRIDAYS 12:00-3:00
THREE HOURS FOR $3.00.
@ereadana

An evening of French-Canadian
musical folklore.
@#eeevteevaede
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Rare
‘By Joyce M. Mancini
Managing editor

well done byf

medium
5

ment.

‘*Since the Europeans came our whole history

A former student of his, Carl Rohrs, said using

oni

dry pigment is like painting with powdered chalk.

has been a struggle for this continent. If there is

anything that makes American culture unique, it

aid |

‘*It’s not rare. He didn’t invent it, but he’s made

is turning this vast wilderness of a continent into

nits

ages of heaven, but artist Larry Gray claims he is

his own unique mark with it,’’ Rohrs, a lettering

a technological giant,’ he said in his native Ten-

really painting the great American landscape.
Gray, 39, a former HSU associate art professor
and nationally renowned artist, now dabbles in an

artist living in Santa Cruz, said.

nessee drawl.
‘*When people look at one of my paintings, this

art medium seldom used — dry pigment.
The drying time of conventional mediums is

his familiarity with art ranges from hot air
balloon sculpturing to burning paintings wrapped

is one of the things I hope they will think about,”’
he said.
In January, Gray will have an art show at the

In hi
bf M

eliminated with dry pigment. It goes on as a dry
powder, and a fixative is used to keep the image
permanent.
Gray works almost exclusively with dry pig.

in aluminum foil.
ae
“I’m afraid when people look at my paintings
they just think I’m doing pretty paintings, pretty
landscapes.’’ His intention, however, is to reflect
the American land in his work, Gray said.

Union League, a private club in Chicago, where
21 of his paintings will be displayed under the
theme ‘‘High Places.’’ Images of ice fields, on
mountain tops and valleys, dominate this show.
Gray is represented by galleries in Seattle, Santa

Ost
Gr
fter
ity.
4

His unusually smooth drawings conjure up im-

Although Gray mostly does atmospherics and

landscapes which include delicate, puffy clouds,

:

is ¢
““

hat
he k
0 de

it

eall:
;

M
Droje

ere
ballo

deca
xcit

‘h

—Charlie

Gray prepares dry pigment

for a drawing in his Bayside studio. In the backround

hangs the drawing which will go to a Chicago art show in January.

TDK SA 90min

.

Maxell UDXL II 90 min.
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Shopping

Westwood

Imported Beer Specials

with this coupon

From era
reg

—

ab nn Sap a er eh ---------

822-0753

aAewh

ao

$2.69

e

Ne

------------

o.

$

Watney’s

reg. $6.39

$4.99

From eo;

Superior

,

4.

Case of 24 $12.99
=‘ Red Barrel

Case of 24 $19.49
6-pak

$3.25

Kronenbourg

$5.29 | From France

$4.39

6-pak

3,99

From England

reg.

reg,

Holsten

Case of 24 $12.49

_

Leopard

$5.25 From New Zealand

$4.29

More domestic beer specials

ee
4507

G

St

822-2942

S

Eureka
530 F St

442-6150

Coors, Oly, Carling, Schlitz, Old Milwaukee

Hamms Pony Kegs $16.00
Effective through Mon., Oct 17th

Metivier
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former

H

onica, San Francisco and New York, and he
aid he occasionally sends work to a few others.

is artwork stands in 11 museums throughout the
nited States.
‘*Who’s Who in American Art 1980’’ reported

hat Gray was commissioned

to do a portrait for

he King of Saudi Arabia. Despite the commission
io do King Kalif in 1979, Gray said the high point
in his career was having the New York Museum
Df Modern Art buy one of his dry pigment atospherics.
Gray’s teaching career began at HSU in 1969
fter he completed graduate work at Yale Univerity. His involvement

with art and his sometimes

nusual art projects put him in a peculiar position
ith the art department. ‘‘They thought I was
pe
guiataaa They thought I was monstrous,”’
he said.
Most of the controversy was caused by the final
projects his beginning design classes did, which
vere always balloon projects. ‘‘I always felt
balloons were exciting and dynamic. Design,
because it is a part of art, is always dynamic and
xciting.’’

‘He brought something
special

to the

department...’
Some of those oversized balloon sculptures inluded a 40-foot polyethylene cube drenched with
crylic paint, a giant locomotive and a 70-foot
ot air creation that got away and delayed incom-

*

‘*It wasn’t as if I tried to rankle them (the art

said even his worst critic became extremely impressed with his work.
Gray left his teaching position at HSU to

epartment) at all. Most people in beginning
lasses need fundamental instruction, which can
our dues, art is exciting and can be an uplifting,

devote more time to his art.‘‘After many painful
battles and (seven) years of struggling, I became
tenured at Humboldt, and I knew it was the

un and exciting thing,’’ he said.

beginning of the end of my career there.’’

| wanted

to leave them

ith a strong impression that once you’ve paid

Rist

During the summer of 1968, Yale summer
school paid Gray $150 to launch his hot air
balloon recreation of the Statue of Liberty. It was

was spending more time at committee and faculty

was a much faster way of painting,’’ he said.
Gray smears the images across white rag paper

sculptured out of thin painters’dropcloths and
stood 150 feet tall,
i foot shorter than the
Original statue, Gray said, to show respect for the
United States.
Gray, who lives with his wife Harriet in
Bayside, said he is content to stay in Humboldt
County. ‘‘Living in Humboldt County is great if

with his hand.

you can leave when you want to.”’

meetings than in class. Once he became tenured,
he said he lost studio time to school business and
academic bureaucracy.
Thus began his courtship with dry pigment. ‘‘It

said.

The last year Gray taught at HSU,

forced air balloons under Al Held. Some of those
balloons were designed to fly.

hours a day in his studio and in class, found he

p have been promoted through the department,
ad he stayed,’’ Anderson said.
He said it was a great blow to the department
‘hen Gray left. ‘‘He brought something special to
Anderson

Anderson

‘‘The hand

is a much

better brush

Stringed Instrument Repair
Offering a full range of repair and customi zation services

for all stringed instruments
@

minor adjustments to major reconstruction & refinishing

@

Custom inlay work

@

Fine handbuitt steelstnng, classical & electne guitars

@

Ail work tulty guarantee

P. W.Crump

HOVAANISQATSI
LIFE

NORTHTOWN

BOOKS

OUT

¢

& DOLPHINS

OF POOH

$12.95
$4.95

Benjamin Hoff

HANDLES

$7.50

Gary Snyder

ANNAPURNA
Arlene Blum

BALANCE

TDK SA-90
$2.99

$13.95

Sierra Club Handbook

AXE

COPPOLA

Carver

WHALES
TAO

FORD
a

Cali Phil at 826-1164

in Stock

CATHHEDRAL
Raymond

FRANCIS

Fretted Ins sammie?

Serving Humboldt
County since 1973

Now

s

than a brush,”’ he said. Fine details are drawn in
with solid chalk.
Gray studied oil painting with Jack Tworkov at
Yale graduate school and worked with hot air and

Gray, accustomed to spending eight or more

Art Department Chairman Bill Anderson, who
orked with Gray, said he probably made things
eem a little worse than they really were.
There was no question that he would continue

he department,’’

~

Metivier

Gray demonstrates his manual brush method with dry pigment. When completed, a fixative will be
applied to keep the images permanent.

g air traffic at Arcata Airport.

be very dry and boring.

pk

—Charlie

$8.95

957

yo

H Street

Arcata, Ca.
822-2834

OS

ri
Low tape prices

on all TOK, MAXELL

and SONY blank
cassettes.
PLUS...

Now-

Real

Time

On the Plaza Arcata

Cassette

Duplication

822-5177
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Famous actors seduce audience
in updated Shakespearean style
‘By Roger Rouland
Staff writer

The timelessness of Shakespeare’s
drama was vividly brought to life Friday and Saturday night at the John
Van Duzer Theatre under the guise of
‘Country

Matters.’’

Blending modern, formal costumes,
classical lines of verse and a gifted cast
of

performers,

succeeded

‘‘Country

in presenting

Matters’’

fluent

and

poetic language to contemporary ears.

Borrowing

scenes

from

Shakespeare’s plays which address the
theme of seduction, the presentation

was a collage of the 17th-century
playwright’s seducers and seductresses.
The

vignettes

of

the

performance,

which included the seduction of the audience by the cast, seemed to cover all
bases in the art of manipulation.
The performance opened with the
members of the cast — Robert Beltran,
Roy
Dotrice,
Joyce
Fideor,
Lee
Meriwether, and Anthony Zerbe —
each giving a definition of seduction.
The performance opened with a nonsexual dialogue from the play ‘‘Julius
Caesar.’’ In this scene, which worked
well as an introduction, Dotrice as
Cassius attempts to politically seduce
Zerbe’s Brutus into betraying Caesar.
The art of sexual manipulation was
also well illustrated in a scene from
‘*Henry

V,”’ in which

Henry attempts

to convince Kathrina to yield a kiss.
Perhaps the most intense moment
arose just prior to _ intermission.
Beltran, Dotrice, and Zerbe, echoing
each other from the corners of the
Stage, posed the question of self-

seduction. Each actor from his own
space quoted the famous line from
‘*Hamlet,’’ ‘‘To be, or not to be, that
is the question.’’
The cast, which should be familiar to
television,

is

film and theater audiences,

experienced

flowed from the actor. Beltran skillful-

ly put to good use his two seasons with
the California

Shakespeare

Dotrice,

often

cast

perfor-

the ways of the world, was hilarious in

language and gesture.

Fideor was a natural in her portrayal
of Kathrina, the daughter of the Queen
of France who is naive in the speaking
of English as well as the art of love.
Fideor,
who
was
trained
in
Shakespearean theater, is probably
best known to the public for her roles
in the daytime soap operas ‘‘Ryan’s
Hope”’ and ‘‘Another World.”’
Meriwether
was
youthfully enchanting in her portrayal of Rosiland,
the giddy lass in love with a woodsman
who woos her with love notes left in the
forest. Meriwether is known for being

Who’s seducing who
Anthony Zerbe as Petruchio and Lee Meriwether
Shakespeare’s “The Taming of the Shrew.”
a former Miss America as well as a costar on the former CBS series ‘‘Bar-

naby Jones.’’
The intensity in Zerbe’s eyes was
magnetic in his performance of Brutus.
Zerbe, who has Shakespearean credits,
is best known for his Emmy Awardwinning role as Lt. Trench on the
‘*Harry-O”’

television series.

The contemporary costumes, tuxedoes and evening gowns, gave the audience

easy

access

to

a

time

when

discourse itself seemed like an art.
The stage was bare except

cular

platform

and

the

for a

cir-

performers.

—Dana Simas

as

Kate

from

Nothing distracted the audience from
the immortal lines of the Bard.
The audience was pleased, if not
seduced,
by the performance
of
‘‘Country Matters.’’ In an interview
after Friday night’s performance,
Robert Beltran perhaps stated it best.
‘There is a great joy in saying these
lines — you can’t help but be drawn into them.’’
Director Tim Praegar’s cast was also

pleased
with their performance.
“Tonight’s performance
was wellreceived,’’ said Beltran. ‘‘If the audience was pleased, we are pleased.”’

Ny

Books
Clothing
Art

Supplies
Items

Bookstore

it hurts to sell at such
Bookstore

the

explaining the advantages of surrendering virginity, ‘‘the longer it is
kept the less it is worth,’’ as well as in
his baudy performance of a wino who
sees no value in honor. Dotrice’s
25-year experience in Shakespearean
theater was reflected in his fluency of

Imprinted

selected

in

mance as the older man who is wise in

26,
ae
\
1983

many

Festival, a

great contrast to his experience as the
lead role in the critically acclaimed motion picture ‘‘Eating Raoul.’’

SZ

Hf GU

performing

Beltran
presented
a smooth
characterization of Romeo
as the
poetic lines of the innocent young lover

V7

J

in

Shakespeare.

items

will be

Sale hours:
ALL SALES

painfuly
at or
closed

low prices!

below

cost!

until noon

12:00—7pm
FINAL

visit our rental library today

‘ 1068 | Street

ee

ee

ee

Arcata

=

STEREO TO GO
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12,
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The Works Serves Up This Tasteful Assortme
The Works in Eureka is both the largest audio/video and record store on the
Northcoast, and we're featuring some products specially suited to your onthe-go life style. At The Works you'll find a more div2rse and tasteful selection of records and cassettes than many record
stores in urban ar eas, and
if you're shopping for entertainment electr onics, you'll find an excellent
selection, a helpful staff, and competitive prices. More items are on special
than listed but those items advertised may be limited to stock on hand.
-

ees:
¥

eres rhccse
Me Ne:
O93
555
Bo
4
¢

Sanyo FT-C1 2B G00

por’:

in Car Speakers — List $32.99 Pair
The Works has it all! Starting with these sturdy
5%-inch round door speakers, and going up to
State-of-the-art car speaker systems from Bose
and infinity. You'll find great deals on car speakers

J

at The

. — These are a great buy!

l

Sanyo MG31
25995

Pioneer

This AM/FM in-dash cassette from Sanyo fits
almost any Car. Again, we have great prices on
a wide variety of car stereos from Pioneer,
JVC, Concord, and Sanyo.

List $89.95 —

and will give you the bass, volume, and ability

Pioneer in the rear deck of your car. 40 watts
power handling and excellent bass

OF]
60,

T
B-1

These powerful speakers can plug into a personal stereo or portable headphone jack and
fill a room with stereo sound. They have a
passive radiator for great bass and a two stage
loudness to give you fuller sound at low

This great sounding AM/FM

Hook these mini speakers up to your personal
stereo. They have power built in and come

with
a carrying case. —- List $49.95

this five band graphic

equalizer has 20 watts per channel clean output.

Put these mew 6x9 Maxxial speakers from

Aiwa
SCA3Y

cassette personal stereo has a tone switch
metal tape capability, lightweight headphones (o'
course), and carrying case — Great buy!
(We have a great Selection of personal stereos from
Aiwa, Panasonic, Toshiba, and Sanyo.)

9% G00

TS-6905

to adjust the sound in your car to your taste
Front rear fader, low level inputs, and 1-Year

Warranty.

Pioneer SEL10

$4995

These lightweight headphones from
Pioneer can be used as a second set
if your personal stereo has two headphone jacks. Comes with standard
phone jacks to plug into regular
stereo

volumes. Turn your personal stereo into a sys-

$9900

tem for your room. — List

CS-200

Sanyo

$119.95

( : E

/

Aiwa 1S a Superior line of portables and this AM/FM
Cassette stereo portable is small enough to carry
but has big sound. Buy now and we will include bat-

M2820

$4900

a” $299

AM/FM Cassette portable
with 2 speakers. Runs on batteries or plug
into the wall. Good sound for the money

o 5

Sanyo
GXT-100

| stir

Of

Add this cassette deck to your system to make
tapes for a portable or the car. With Dolby
metal tape capability, music search, and a
2-Year Warranty, this may be an offer you
shouldn't refuse

-

+>

-

/

$4.9900

This compact unit offers a different solution to tunes
for your room. With AM/FM, Cassette, turntable with
magnetic cartridge, and speakers included. This is a deal!
— List $249.

State-of-the-art technology. These speakers have

a 5-Year Transferrable Warranty, and 100-watt
power handling capacity

Sa
aeriso

$43900

Build a system around this sturdy 22-watt per
channel receiver. (in home hifi, we also have
Denon, Technics, Pioneer, Carver, and Aiwa.)

maxell
ee

oil

we

¢

HOT PRICE!

2

Maxell UDXL Il

“te $499

The Works

Made a

r

a

|
Lo

One of the standards for high bias tape.

rer

= 442-4503 —

&

Special
Purchase
of Cassettes

| Maxell

LN C-90’s

Of the most respected tape companies in
put at least an album on each side.

3rd &F Streets * Eureka _
IL

iat

teries

If you want the versatility of a portable and the power
and features of a small component system, check
Out this unit. It has Dolby, phono inputs, music search,
loudness, enough power for great bass, and detachable speakers. Plugs into the wall, a car cigarette
lighter, or runs on batteries. — Was originally
$419.95!

If your stereo speakers are worn out, come check
Out these full sounding bookshelf speakers with

=

ig Werte

-

49

\

+—

=H
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Entertainment
Ol
COFFEEHOUSE CONCERT:Desi Hammond,
acouistic music, 8 p.m., The Depot
JAMBALAYA:Swingshift, all woman jazz group
from S.F., Thur.; Natural Attraction, dance
music, Fri. and Sat.; LCDs jam session, Sun.;
Monday Night Jazz, Mon. 915 H St., Arcata

CENTRAL STATION:Buckshot, country rock,
Thur.,
Fri.
and Sat.
1631
Central Ave.
McKinleyville. 839-2013
SILVER LINING:Catherine and Dan Andrews,
Fri., Oct,
14; Dave Trabue, Sat. ArcataMcKinleyville Airport. 839-3289

“TWILIGHT
ZONE’’
and
‘‘BLADE
RUNNER" Wed.-Tues. “Zone” at 7:45 pm.,
“Blade” at 9:40 p.m. The Arcata Theatre, 10th
and G Sts., Arcata.
“THE YEAR OF LIVING DANGEROUSLY”
and “MISSING”Wed.-Sat.
“Living” at 7°99

THE CAPTAIN’S GALLEY:Daile Hustier Band,
rock and roll and country, Tues. through Sat
Jam Sessions every Sun. and Mon. 109 4th St.,
Eureka. 443-4835

p.m. and “Missing” at 9:p.m.

Storts

822-4766

BERGIES:Dream
and Fri.

791

Ticket,

rock

8th St., Arcata.

and

roll,

Thur

822-7001

GARCIA’S:Monday Night Football, taco bar,
Mondays; Open mike night every Wed. 761 8th
St., Arcata. 822-6221
RAMADA INN:Merv George, top 40, Fri. and
Sat.

4975

Valley West,

Arcata.

822-4861

YOUNGBERG’S:Duke
Davilla,
Thur;
Take
Two,
Fri.
and Sat.
791
8th St., Arcata
822-1712
WALT’S FRIENDLY TAVERN: Desperate Men
modern rock and roll, Fri. and Sat.
Ave., Blue Lake 668-9998

MAD

RIVER

ROSE:The

Lee

rock and roll, Fri. and Sat.
Biue Lake. 668-4201

511

Railroad

Brothers

Band

1121 Hatchery Road,

pi

and

Doug

Marcum

every

Sun.

240

F

St

Eureka. 445-5850
MANORA THAI:Belly dancing every Friday and
Saturday.

3rd and G Sts.,

Eureka

by Manuel

12 through Nov.

5. Art Bidg., HSU.

COLLEGE

OF

20.

Vanridy

uc
WOMEN’S
VOLLEYBALL:HSU
vs
Davis, Fri, 7-30 p.m., HSU East Gym
MEN’S CROSS COUNTRY:HSU vs. UC. San
Francisco, Sat.,10 a.m. Patrick's Point State

AND

drawings,

Sts., Eureka.

MEN'S SOCCER:HSU vs. UC. Davis, Sat., 2
p.m. and against U.C. Davis, Sun., noon, HSU

COUNTRY

lower field

Contra Band
MEN’S
ALTERNATIVE
TO
VIOLENCE
BENEFIT:Music by Airhead, Sat., 8:30 p.m.,

WOMEN’S
VOLLEYBALL:HSU
Chico, Sat., HSU East Gym

vs

UC

Thur,

_Wows
“SHADOW

OF

Founders

THE

THIN

Hall, HSU

MANSat,

7:30

Cinematheque

7:30,

“PAINT
YOUR
WAGON’’Sun..
Founders Hall, HSU Cinematheque

p.m.

Music

by

the

86 and Pleasure

Heads,

Fri.,

Arcata Veterans Hall, Arcata

1983 AUTHOR

FESTIVAL: Twenty-two

authors

and illustrators of children’s books will greet the

public

at The

COMPANY:Richard
through

October.

Duning,
3rd

and

L

445-1390

Dow's Praire Grange.

7:30

AND
EXPERIMENTAL
Du (from Minneapolis), The

Agent

8:00 p.m.

MAIN
October

HUMBOLDT CULTURAL CENTER:Redwood
Art Association Members’ Exhibit, through October. 422 1st St., Eureka. 442-2611

Hall

HARDCORE
MUSIC:Husker
Psyclones,

through

443-7017

brush

DANCE:The

REDWOODS

People,

443-8411

CARTER

McKinleyville,

THE
Ink

Alvarez

The Art CENTER:Recent watercolors by Leslie
Price, through Oct. 21.
211 G St., Eureka.

Park

p.m.,

“A Portfolio o‘ Photographs"

Bravo, Oct.

GALLERY:The

Trinidad Town

THE OLD TOWN BAR AND GRILL:Comedy
Night, Wed., Dream Ticket, Thur.; Second Wind,
funk and roll, Fri. and Sat. 327 Second St
Eureka. 445-2971
THE RITZ:Dream Ticket every Wed.; Larry Lam-

REESE
BULLEN
GALLERY:' Ordinary
Miracles," the photography of Lou Stoumen and

The Minor Thea’

10th at H Sts., Arcata
‘YOSEMITE
—
BIG
WA
CLIMBING” :Thur., 8:15 p.m., Kate Bucha
Room, HSU. Presented by Center Activit
Outdoor Adventures Film Series

Eureka

Public

Library,

Sat.,

10

a.m.-2 p.m

EVERYMAN’S CENTER
Health and
Everyman's

WORKSHOP: ''Men's

Family Planning,” Mon., 7-9 p.m.,
Center, 742 10th St., Arcata

HOME
ECONOMICS WORKSHOP:Seafood
Short Course, Fri., 7-10 p.m., Founders Hall
Sat., 8 am.-4 p.m., Science Building, room
135

Ferndale
Continued from page 1
tion definitely said there would always

be a theater in Ferndale. Since the
minutes to these and other board
meetings are missing, neither version
can be verified.
Meanwhile the Eureka City Council
had approved funding for the expansion feasibility study. In turn, the company board signed a ‘‘moral obligation’’ contract saying it would do
everything

it

could

to

expand

theater’s activities to Eureka
study’s results were positive.

the

if the

Ferndalians saw the annual membership meeting in late September as their
last chance to regain control of the

theater by electing their own members
to the board.

HSU business teacher Ken Torbert,
who was active in the anti-move fac-

tion, said money was collected in town
to pay the $10 membership fee for

‘| couldn’t go up
and perform in
front of those
people after that’
those

who

couldn’t

afford

could vote.
Supporters of the
trouble
mustering

it so they

expansion had
their
forces,

however.

‘*T think it was a case of having cried
‘wolf’ too often,’’ Morrison said.
The Ferndale faction came out in
force for the meeting, which was held
at the Hart Theater on Main Street.
But when

the board decided

that only

members who had paid their membership fee before the fiscal year ended on
Aug.

31,

their

majority

nearly

evaporated.
After the vote, four of the old board
members — including Martin, a Fern-

dale resident — had been voted out.
The Ferndale slate, including Mellon
and Torbert, had won four of the nine
seats on the board.
(The board
members are elected in alternate years.)
Several
company
members,
in-

cluding a board member and the
technical director, resigned after the
meeting. The next day Chairwoman
Neeley resigned (even though her side
still held

a 5-4 margin

on

the board)

and appointed Mellon to replace her.
‘*You have to have a single-minded
board to be successful,’’ Neeley said.
On the night of Neeley’s resignation,
Agnew and Martin said they could no
longer continue their roles in the current production of ‘‘The Mousetrap’’
unless:they were paid $100 per night.
‘“We offered them an alternative,’’
Martin said. ‘‘We’d continue performing if the new board resigned.”’
‘It wasn’t the outcome of the
meeting — I could’ve continued if it
was that,’’ Agnew said. ‘‘It was the
way me and my friends were treated at

that meeting.
Those
people were
vicious. I couldn’t go up and perform
in front of those people after that.’’
‘*Robey (Agnew) and Ron (Martin)
were so upset that they couldn’t fill us
in,’’ HSU student Julie Zacot, a senior
theater arts major, said. Zacot has a
starring role in the play.
‘*All of a sudden,”’ she continued,
‘‘we’re out on stage and two of our
leading men are using scripts.’’ Director Larry Kern and stage manager Von
Hawley Butterfield stepped into the
roles with 24 hours notice.
The cast asked for and got a placard
in the

lobby

expressing

their

support

for the departed actors.
According

to the box

office,

ticket

sales for ‘‘Mousetrap’’ have been
booming since the incident.
The town of Ferndale is now rallying
to support the theater.

Donations are

coming in from all over Southern
Humboldt. One woman walked into
the lobby last week and donated $500.
The new board will need all the help
it can get to pull off the ambitious

season planned

season

by the old board.

includes

two

musicals

The

and

Mellon

insists
that
he
would
the
former
company
members back into the fold.
‘*Even if Robey and Ron should be

a welcome’

comedy set in the declining days of the
Roman Empire.

‘*There’s nothing we’ve seen so far
that tells us we can’t go through with
the plays in place,’’ Torbert said.
Finding the money to finance a new
theater will be more of a problem than
finding the actors, most former company
members agree.
But they still
prefer struggling to start a new theater

to trying a reconciliation with the old
one.
‘*I’m tired of fighting,’’ Agnew said.
‘*] just want to act.”’

cast in a part,’’ Mellon
stand

up and

—

We

defend

never

said, ‘‘I will

them

asked

before

the

anybody

to

eave.”’

The former members,

however, are

forming their own group in Eureka.

‘*We don’t want to come out as being antagonistic to the people of Ferndale,’’ HSU theater arts graduate and
former company member Dan Doble
said. ‘‘We simply want to make a clean

break.’’

Local children ’s books author
literally loves author’s fest
By Mark

boldt), said that her own classroom

Bruce

encounters with readers doesn’t
fluence what she writes.

Staff writer

Twenty-two

authors

and

il-

lustrators of children’s books will
confront their young readers this
week as the Fifth Biennial (every
two years) Author’s Festival rolls
through
78
Humboldt
County
schools.
‘I think books kind of come to
life when the children find that a living person has written them,’’ Fortuna author Harriet Weaver said.
The
75-year-old
writer,
par-

ticipating in her fourth festival, said
she looks forward to the event put
on by the Friends of the Redwood
Libraries.
‘*I love going out to the schools
and talking to the kids and the giveand-take

of

the

authors.

It’s

stimulating,’’ Weaver said.
The author of ‘‘Frosty: a Raccoon to Remember’’(which recalled

a wildlife pet she adopted during her
20

years

as

a

forest

ranger)

and

‘“‘Redwood
Country’’ (a picture
book on the redwoods of Hum-

in-

The schoolchildren ask all sorts of
questions, Weaver said.
Some of the questions reflect the
intense preparation that the children
go through before the festival —
one of the reasons children’s
authors are more and more attracted to the Humboldt festival.
This isn’t always the case with such
festivals.
‘*There’s a warmth of association

here that

I haven’t

seen anywhere

else,’’
Weaver
said.
festivals sometimes aren’t

‘*Other
as well

planned — and I’m talking of ones
in L.A.

County.’’

Weaver and the other authors will

sit in for an autograph session on
Saturday, Oct. 15, at the main
library in Eureka. Their books will
also be on sale in the Humboldt
County Courthouse.

